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(54) GAME SYSTEM, GAME DEVICE, AND GAME CONTROLLER ALLOWING IMPROVEMENT IN 
USABILITY

(57) A game controller (3) has a first transmission
unit (101, sq4) transmitting to a main body apparatus (2),
a connection signal in accordance with at least any of
operations onto first and second operation portions (43,
44) and a storage unit (102) storing first and second op-
eration times at which operations onto the first and sec-
ond operation portions have been performed. The main
body apparatus has a connection unit (310) performing
processing for establishing connection with the game
controller in response to the connection signal, a second
transmission unit (307) transmitting to the game control-
ler, a request signal requesting for information on the
operation time stored in the storage unit when the
processing for establishing connection is completed, a
determination unit (309) determining whether or not the
operations onto the first and second operation portions
satisfy a predetermined condition based on the informa-
tion on the operation time, and a registration unit (305)
registering a first operation scheme as an operation
scheme when a result of determination is affirmative. The
game controller further has a third transmission unit (101,
sq32) transmitting the information on the operation time
stored in the storage unit to the main body apparatus in
response to the request signal.
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Description

FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure relates to a game sys-
tem, a game device, and a game controller, and partic-
ularly to processing of an operation of the game control-
ler.

BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY

[0002] In a game system representing one example of
a conventional information processing system, in regis-
tration of a game controller representing an operation
apparatus in correspondence with a player number, a
scheme for registering a game controller by successively
performing the same predetermined operation onto
game controllers is available.
[0003] In some cases, selection from among a plurality
of operation schemes for one game controller can also
be made. In such a case, an operation scheme should
also be registered, and usability of the game controller
is yet to be improved.
[0004] The present disclosure aims to solve the prob-
lem above, and an object thereof is to provide a game
system, a game device, and a game controller allowing
improvement in usability.
[0005] A game system according to one aspect in-
cludes a game controller and a main body apparatus.
The game controller has a first operation portion, a sec-
ond operation portion, a first transmission unit transmit-
ting to the main body apparatus, a connection signal in
accordance with at least any of an operation onto the first
operation portion and an operation onto the second op-
eration portion, and a storage unit storing a first operation
time at which the operation onto the first operation portion
has been performed and a second operation time at
which the operation onto the second operation portion
has been performed. The main body apparatus has a
connection unit performing processing for establishing
connection with the game controller in accordance with
the connection signal and a second transmission unit
transmitting to the game controller, a request signal re-
questing for information on the operation time stored in
the storage unit when the processing for establishing
connection is completed. The game controller further has
a third transmission unit transmitting to the main body
apparatus, the information on the operation time stored
in the storage unit in response to the request signal. The
main body apparatus further has a determination unit de-
termining whether or not the operation onto the first op-
eration portion and the operation onto the second oper-
ation portion satisfy a predetermined condition based on
the information on the operation time and a registration
unit registering a first operation scheme as an operation
scheme of the game controller when a result of determi-
nation by the determination unit is affirmative.
[0006] By operating once the game controller which

has not established connection with the main body ap-
paratus, the processing for establishing connection can
be performed and an operation scheme can easily be
registered based on information on an operation time.
Therefore, usability can be improved.
[0007] In the exemplary embodiment, the determina-
tion unit may determine whether or not the operation onto
the first operation portion and the operation onto the sec-
ond operation portion have been performed substantially
simultaneously based on the information on the operation
time.
[0008] By using the information on the operation time,
whether or not the operation onto the first operation por-
tion has been performed substantially simultaneously
with the operation onto the second operation portion can
readily be determined.
[0009] In the exemplary embodiment, the main body
apparatus may further include a game processing exe-
cution unit performing game processing based on at least
any of a first operation signal in accordance with the op-
eration onto the first operation portion and a second op-
eration signal in accordance with the operation onto the
second operation portion.
[0010] Since the first operation portion and the second
operation portions are used also in game processing, it
is not necessary to provide a special operation portion
for registering an operation scheme and then perform an
operation, and thus usability can be improved.
[0011] In the exemplary embodiment, the registration
unit may register the first operation scheme among a
plurality of operation schemes as the operation scheme
of the game controller when the result of determination
by the determination unit is affirmative.
[0012] Since an operation scheme preferred by a user
among a plurality of operation schemes can be regis-
tered, usability can be improved.
[0013] In the exemplary embodiment, the first and sec-
ond operation portions may be on a side of a predeter-
mined operation surface of a housing 31 of the game
controller when a user performs an operation.
[0014] The first and second operation portions are pro-
vided on the side of the predetermined operation surface
of the housing of the game controller so that an intuitive
operation can be performed in selection of an operation
scheme and usability can be improved.
[0015] In the exemplary embodiment, the registration
unit may register, when a result of determination by the
determination unit is negative, the first operation scheme
as the operation scheme of the game controller based
on a first operation signal in accordance with the opera-
tion onto the first operation portion and a second opera-
tion signal in accordance with the operation onto the sec-
ond operation portion which are subsequently received.
[0016] Even when an operation scheme is not regis-
tered based on the information on the operation time, the
operation scheme can be registered by performing an
operation again. Therefore, usability in registration of an
operation scheme can be improved.
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[0017] In the exemplary embodiment, the game con-
troller may further include a third operation portion, the
first transmission unit may transmit to the main body ap-
paratus, a third operation signal in accordance with an
operation onto the third operation portion, and the regis-
tration unit may register, when a result of determination
by the determination unit is negative, a second operation
scheme different from the first operation scheme as the
operation scheme of the game controller based on a third
operation signal which is subsequently received.
[0018] Since the second operation scheme different
from the first operation scheme can be registered as the
operation scheme of the game controller in accordance
with an operation of the third operation portion, usability
can be improved.
[0019] A game controller which can communicate with
a main body apparatus according to one aspect includes
a first operation portion, a second operation portion, a
first transmission unit starting processing for establishing
connection with the main body apparatus by transmitting
to the main body apparatus, a connection signal in ac-
cordance with at least any of an operation onto the first
operation portion and an operation onto the second op-
eration portion, a storage unit storing a first operation
time at which the operation onto the first operation portion
has been performed and a second operation time at
which the operation onto the second operation portion
has been performed, a reception unit receiving a request
signal indicating a request for a first elapsed time since
the operation onto the first operation portion and a second
elapsed time since the operation onto the second oper-
ation portion from the main body apparatus with which
the processing for establishing connection has been
completed, in order for the main body apparatus to detect
simultaneous pressing of the first operation portion and
the second operation portion, a second transmission unit
transmitting to the main body apparatus, in response to
the request signal, the first elapsed time based on a cur-
rent time and the first operation time stored in the storage
unit and the second elapsed time based on the current
time and the second operation time stored in the storage
unit, and a third transmission unit transmitting to the main
body apparatus, a first operation signal in accordance
with the operation onto the first operation portion and a
second operation signal in accordance with the operation
onto the second operation portion for game processing
in the main body apparatus.
[0020] By operating once the game controller which
has not established connection with the main body ap-
paratus, the processing for establishing connection can
be performed and an operation scheme can easily be
registered based on information on an operation time.
Therefore, usability can be improved.
[0021] In the exemplary embodiment, the first and sec-
ond operation portions may be on a side of a predeter-
mined operation surface of a housing of the game con-
troller when a user performs an operation.
[0022] The first and second operation portions are pro-

vided on the side of the predetermined operation surface
of the housing of the game controller so that an intuitive
operation can be performed in selection of an operation
scheme and usability can be improved.
[0023] A game system according to another aspect in-
cludes a game controller and a main body apparatus.
The game controller has a first operation portion, a sec-
ond operation portion, a first transmission unit transmit-
ting a connection signal for connection with the main body
apparatus to the main body apparatus while connection
with the main body apparatus has not been established,
and a storage unit storing a first operation time at which
an operation onto the first operation portion has been
performed and a second operation time at which an op-
eration onto the second operation portion has been per-
formed when the operation onto the first operation portion
and the operation onto the second operation portion have
been performed while connection with the main body ap-
paratus has not been established. The main body appa-
ratus has a connection unit performing processing for
establishing connection with the game controller in ac-
cordance with the connection signal and a second trans-
mission unit transmitting to the game controller, a request
signal requesting for information on the operation time
stored in the storage unit when the processing for estab-
lishing connection is completed. The game controller fur-
ther has a third transmission unit transmitting to the main
body apparatus, the information on the operation time
stored in the storage unit in response to the request sig-
nal. The main body apparatus further has a determination
unit determining whether or not the operation onto the
first operation portion and the operation onto the second
operation portion satisfy a predetermined condition
based on the information on the operation time and a
registration unit registering a first operation scheme as
an operation scheme of the game controller when a result
of determination by the determination unit is affirmative.
[0024] By operating once the game controller which
has not established connection with the main body ap-
paratus, the processing for establishing connection can
be performed and an operation scheme can easily be
registered based on information on an operation time.
Therefore, usability can be improved.
[0025] The foregoing and other objects, features, as-
pects and advantages of the exemplary embodiments
will become more apparent from the following detailed
description of the exemplary embodiments when taken
in conjunction with the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0026]

Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram showing appearance
of a game device 1 according to the present embod-
iment.
Fig. 2 is a schematic diagram showing appearance
of another manner of game device 1 according to
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the present embodiment.
Fig. 3 is a diagram of a main body apparatus 2 ac-
cording to the present embodiment when viewed
from six sides.
Fig. 4 is a diagram of a left controller 3 according to
the present embodiment when viewed from six sides.
Fig. 5 is a diagram of a right controller 4 according
to the present embodiment when viewed from six
sides.
Fig. 6 is a schematic diagram showing appearance
when game device 1 according to the present em-
bodiment is used together with a cradle.
Fig. 7 is a block diagram showing an internal config-
uration of main body apparatus 2 according to the
present embodiment.
Fig. 8 is a block diagram showing an internal config-
uration of left controller 3 and right controller 4 ac-
cording to the present embodiment.
Fig. 9 is a diagram showing one example of a manner
of use of game device 1 with left controller 3 and
right controller 4 being attached to main body appa-
ratus 2.
Fig. 10 is a diagram showing one example of a man-
ner of use of game device 1 with left controller 3 and
right controller 4 being detached from main body ap-
paratus 2.
Fig. 11 is a diagram showing one example of a man-
ner of use of game device 1 with two users each
holding one controller in a detached state.
Fig. 12 is a diagram showing one example of a man-
ner of use of game device 1 with main body appa-
ratus 2 being attached to a cradle 5.
Figs. 13A and 13B are diagrams showing examples
of a manner of use of three or more controllers.
Figs. 14A and 14B are diagrams showing examples
illustrating a controller registration screen displayed
by game device 1 based on an embodiment.
Fig. 15 is a diagram illustrating one example of reg-
istration information based on the embodiment.
Fig. 16 is a diagram illustrating a functional block
configuration of main body apparatus 2 based on the
embodiment.
Fig. 17 is a flowchart illustrating transmission of op-
eration data of left controller 3 based on the embod-
iment.
Figs. 18A and 18B are diagrams illustrating opera-
tion data transmitted from the controller based on
the embodiment to main body apparatus 2.
Figs. 19A and 19B are diagrams illustrating opera-
tion information stored in a memory 102 based on
the embodiment.
Fig. 20 is a flowchart illustrating one example of a
flow of processing for registration of a controller with
which communication connection has not been es-
tablished, the processing being performed in main
body apparatus 2 based on the embodiment.
Fig. 21 is a flowchart illustrating transmission of an
elapsed time by the controller based on the embod-

iment.
Fig. 22 is a flowchart illustrating a sub routine of de-
termination processing performed in main body ap-
paratus 2 based on the embodiment.
Fig. 23 is a sequence diagram illustrating transmis-
sion and reception of data between controller 3 and
main body apparatus 2 based on the embodiment.
Fig. 24 is a diagram of one example illustrating game
processing performed by game device 1 based on
the embodiment.
Fig. 25 is a flowchart showing a processing proce-
dure involved with the game processing based on
the embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF NON-LIMITING EXAM-
PLE EMBODIMENTS

[0027] This embodiment will be described in detail with
reference to the drawings. The same or corresponding
elements in the drawings have the same reference char-
acters allotted and description thereof will not be repeat-
ed.

[A. Information Processing System]

[0028] An apparatus configuration relating to an infor-
mation processing system based on the present embod-
iment will be described. The information processing sys-
tem according to the present embodiment is configured
at least with an information processing apparatus de-
scribed below.
[0029] For example, an information processing appa-
ratus may be a portable (also referred to as mobile) de-
vice such as a portable game device, a portable tele-
phone, or a smartphone, a stationary apparatus such as
a personal computer or a home game console, or a large
apparatus such as an arcade game machine. In the
present example, a game device representing one ex-
ample of an information processing apparatus will be de-
scribed by way of example. Though a game controller
provided for a game device will be described in the
present example by way of example of an operation ap-
paratus, limitation in particular to a game controller is not
intended and any operation apparatus may be applicable
so long as it functions as an input device capable of trans-
mitting operation data to an information processing ap-
paratus.

(a1: Overall Configuration of Game Device)

[0030] Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram showing appear-
ance of a game device 1 according to the present em-
bodiment.
[0031] As shown in Fig. 1, game device 1 includes a
main body apparatus 2, a left controller 3, and a right
controller 4. Main body apparatus 2 includes a display
12 representing one example of a display portion and
performs various types of processing including game
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processing in game device 1.
[0032] Fig. 2 is a schematic diagram showing appear-
ance of another manner of game device 1 according to
the present embodiment.
[0033] As shown in Fig. 2, left controller 3 and right
controller 4 may be constructed as being detachable from
main body apparatus 2. Left controller 3 and right con-
troller 4 may integrally be constructed or left controller 3
and right controller 4 may be constructed as separate
apparatuses. Thus, left controller 3 and right controller 4
corresponding to an operation portion may be construct-
ed separately from main body apparatus 2.
[0034] Left controller 3 can be attached to a left side
(a side of a positive direction of an x axis shown in Fig.
1) of main body apparatus 2. Right controller 4 can be
attached to a right side (a side of a negative direction of
the x axis shown in Fig. 1) of main body apparatus 2. In
the description below, left controller 3 and right controller
4 may collectively be referred to as a "controller". A more
specific configuration example of main body apparatus
2, left controller 3, and right controller 4 will be described
below.

(a2: Structure of Main Body Apparatus)

[0035] Fig. 3 is a diagram of main body apparatus 2
according to the present embodiment when viewed from
six sides.
[0036] Referring to Fig. 3, main body apparatus 2 has
a housing 11 substantially in a form of a plate.
[0037] A main surface of housing 11 (that is, a front
surface or a surface where display 12 is provided) is sub-
stantially in a rectangular shape.
[0038] A shape and a size of housing 11 can arbitrarily
be designed.

(1) Member Provided on Main Surface of Housing 11

[0039] As shown in Figs. 1 to 3, display 12 is provided
on the main surface of housing 11 of main body apparatus
2. Display 12 shows an image obtained or generated by
main body apparatus 2 (which may be a still image or
moving images). When game processing is performed,
display 12 shows a virtual space and an object in the
virtual space. Though display 12 is typically implemented
by a liquid crystal display (LCD), a display apparatus of
any type can be adopted.
[0040] A touch panel 13 is provided on a screen of
display 12. Typically, a device of a type accepting a multi-
touch input (for example, a capacitance type) is adopted
as touch panel 13. For example, a device of any type
such as a device of a type accepting a single-touch input
(for example, a resistive film type) can be adopted as
touch panel 13.
[0041] Speaker holes 11a and 11b are provided in the
main surface of housing 11 of main body apparatus 2
and sound generated from a speaker (a speaker 88
shown in Fig. 7) arranged in housing 11 is output through

speaker holes 11a and 11b.
[0042] Two speakers are provided in main body appa-
ratus 2 and speaker holes 11a and 11b are provided in
correspondence with respective positions of a left speak-
er and a right speaker. Speaker hole 11a is provided on
a left side of display 12 in correspondence with the left
speaker and speaker hole 11b is provided on a right side
of display 12 in correspondence with the right speaker.

(2) Member Provided on Left Side Surface of Housing 11

[0043] A left rail member 15 for removably attaching
left controller 3 to main body apparatus 2 is provided in
a left side surface of housing 11. Left rail member 15
extends along an up-down direction in the left side sur-
face of housing 11. Left rail member 15 is in a shape
allowing engagement thereof with a slider (a slider 40
shown in Fig. 4) for left controller 3. A slide mechanism
is formed by left rail member 15 and slider 40. With such
a slide mechanism, left controller 3 can slidably and re-
movably be attached to main body apparatus 2.
[0044] A left terminal 17 is provided in the left side sur-
face of housing 11. Left terminal 17 is a terminal for wired
communication between main body apparatus 2 and left
controller 3. Left terminal 17 is provided at a position
where it comes in contact with a terminal (a terminal 42
shown in Fig. 4) of left controller 3 when left controller 3
is attached to main body apparatus 2. Left terminal 17
should be arranged at any position where the left terminal
of main body apparatus 2 and the terminal of left control-
ler 3 are in contact with each other while left controller 3
is attached to main body apparatus 2. By way of example,
as shown in Fig. 3, left terminal 17 is provided around a
lower end portion of left rail member 15.

(3) Member Provided in Right Side Surface of Housing 11

[0045] As shown in Fig. 3, a feature similar to the fea-
ture provided in the left side surface is provided in a right
side surface of housing 11. A right rail member 19 for
removably attaching right controller 4 to main body ap-
paratus 2 is provided in the right side surface of housing
11. Right rail member 19 extends along the up-down di-
rection in the right side surface of housing 11. Right rail
member 19 is in a shape allowing engagement thereof
with a slider (a slider 62 shown in Fig. 5) for right controller
4. A slide mechanism is formed by right rail member 19
and slider 62. With such a slide mechanism, right con-
troller 4 can slidably and removably be attached to main
body apparatus 2.
[0046] Right rail member 19 is in a shape similar to left
rail member 15. Right rail member 19 is in a grooved
shape similar in cross-sectional shape to left rail member
15. Right rail member 19 does not have to be exactly the
same in shape as left rail member 15. For example, an-
other embodiment may be constructed such that slider
62 for right controller 4 cannot be engaged with left rail
member 15 and/or slider 40 for left controller 3 cannot
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be engaged with right rail member 19 by making a size
and/or a shape of the groove different between left rail
member 15 and right rail member 19.
[0047] A right terminal 21 is provided in the right side
surface of housing 11. Right terminal 21 is a terminal for
wired communication between main body apparatus 2
and right controller 4. Right terminal 21 is provided at a
position where it comes in contact with a terminal (a ter-
minal 64 shown in Fig. 5) of right controller 4 when right
controller 4 is attached to main body apparatus 2. Right
terminal 21 should be arranged at any position where the
right terminal of main body apparatus 2 and the terminal
of right controller 4 are in contact with each other while
right controller 4 is attached to main body apparatus 2.
By way of example, as shown in Fig. 3, right terminal 21
is provided around a lower end portion of right rail mem-
ber 19.

(4) Member Provided on Upper Side Surface of Housing 
11

[0048] As shown in Fig. 3, a first slot 23 for attaching
a storage medium of a first type is provided in an upper
side surface of housing 11. A lid portion which can be
opened and closed is provided in an opening in first slot
23 as a typical feature, and a storage medium of the first
type can be inserted in first slot 23 while the lid portion
is open. The storage medium of the first type is, for ex-
ample, a storage medium exclusively designed for game
device 1 and a game device of the same type (for exam-
ple, a dedicated memory card). The storage medium of
the first type is used, for example, for storing data used
in main body apparatus 2 (for example, data saved for
an application) and/or a program executed in main body
apparatus 2 (for example, a program for an application).
[0049] A power button 28 for switching on and off main
body apparatus 2 is provided on the upper side surface
of housing 11.
[0050] An audio input and output terminal 25 (specifi-
cally an earphone jack) is provided in the upper side sur-
face of housing 11. A microphone or an earphone can
be attached to audio input and output terminal 25.

(5) Member Provided on Lower Side Surface of Housing 
11

[0051] As shown in Fig. 3, a lower terminal 27 for wired
communication between main body apparatus 2 and a
cradle 5 which will be described later is provided in a
lower side surface of housing 11. Lower terminal 27 is
provided at a position where it comes in contact with a
terminal of cradle 5 when main body apparatus 2 is at-
tached to cradle 5. Typically, a universal serial bus (USB)
connector (more specifically, a female connector) can be
adopted as lower terminal 27.
[0052] A position, a shape, and the number of compo-
nents (specifically, a button, a slot, and a terminal) pro-
vided in housing 11 described above can arbitrarily be

designed. For example, in another embodiment, power
button 28 or first slot 23 may be provided in another side
surface or a rear surface of housing 11. Some of the
components do not have to be provided.

(a3: Structure of Left Controller)

[0053] Fig. 4 is a diagram of left controller 3 according
to the present embodiment when viewed from six sides.
[0054] Referring to Fig. 4, left controller 3 has a housing
31 substantially in a form of a plate. A main surface of
housing 31 (that is, a front surface or a surface on a side
of a negative direction of a z axis shown in Fig. 1) is
substantially in a rectangular shape. Housing 31 is in a
vertically long shape, that is, long in the up-down direction
(that is, a direction of a y axis shown in Fig. 1).
[0055] Left controller 3 can be used with its main sur-
face being vertically oriented or with its surface being
horizontally oriented when a user holds the left controller
while the left controller is detached from main body ap-
paratus 2.
[0056] A shape and a size of housing 31 can arbitrarily
be designed. In another embodiment, housing 31 may
be constructed into a shape other than a shape substan-
tially in a form of a plate. Housing 31 does not have to
be rectangular, and for example, a semicircular shape
may be adopted. Housing 31 does not have to vertically
be long.
[0057] A length of housing 31 in the up-down direction
is preferably substantially the same as a length in the up-
down direction of housing 11 of main body apparatus 2.
A thickness of housing 31 (that is, a length in a front-rear
direction or a length in the direction of the z axis shown
in Fig. 1) is preferably substantially the same as a thick-
ness of housing 11 of main body apparatus 2. Therefore,
when left controller 3 is attached to main body apparatus
2 (see Fig. 1), a user can hold main body apparatus 2
and left controller 3 as if they were an integrated appa-
ratus.
[0058] A left corner portion of the main surface of hous-
ing 31 is rounded more than a right corner portion. A
portion of connection between an upper side surface and
a left side surface of housing 31 and a portion of connec-
tion between a lower side surface and the left side surface
of housing 31 are rounded more than a portion of con-
nection between the upper side surface and a right side
surface and a portion of connection between the lower
side surface and the right side surface (that is, a curve
of beveling is great). Therefore, when left controller 3 is
attached to main body apparatus 2 (see Fig. 1), the left
side of game device 1 is rounded and hence such a shape
facilitates holding by a user.
[0059] An analog stick 32 is provided in left controller
3. As shown in Fig. 4, analog stick 32 is provided on the
main surface of housing 31. Analog stick 32 represents
one example of a direction instruction portion with which
a direction can be input. Analog stick 32 includes a stick
member which can be tilted in all directions (that is, a
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360° direction including up, down, left, right, and diagonal
directions) in parallel to the main surface of housing 31.
The analog stick is an analog input device with which a
user can input a direction in accordance with a direction
of tilt by titling the stick member. Analog stick 32 may
further be constructed to be able to give an input of mag-
nitude in accordance with an angle of tilt in addition to
input of a direction in accordance with a direction of tilt
when the stick member is tilted. Alternatively, a slide stick
may implement the direction instruction portion. The slide
stick is an input portion having a stick member slidable
in all directions in parallel to the main surface of housing
31, and the user can give an input in accordance with a
direction of slide by sliding the stick member. The slide
stick may further be constructed also to give an input of
magnitude in accordance with an amount of slide. Alter-
natively, the direction instruction portion may be imple-
mented as an input portion indicating a direction through
an operation to press a button. For example, the direction
instruction portion may be implemented as an input por-
tion indicating a direction with a cross-shaped key or four
buttons corresponding to up, down, left, and right direc-
tions, respectively. In the present embodiment, an input
can be given by pressing the stick member (in the direc-
tion perpendicular to housing 31). Analog stick 32 in the
present embodiment is an input portion with which an
input of a direction and magnitude in accordance with a
direction of tilt and an amount of tilt of the stick member
can be given and an input resulting from pressing of the
stick member can be given.
[0060] Left controller 3 includes four operation buttons
33 to 36 (specifically, a right direction button 33, a down
direction button 34, an up direction button 35, and a left
direction button 36). As shown in Fig. 4, these four but-
tons 33 to 36 are provided under analog stick 32 on the
main surface of housing 31. Though four operation but-
tons are provided on the main surface of left controller 3
in the present embodiment, any number of operation but-
tons may be provided. These operation buttons 33 to 36
are used for giving an instruction in accordance with var-
ious programs (for example, an OS program or an appli-
cation program) executed in main body apparatus 2.
Since operation buttons 33 to 36 may be used for giving
an input of a direction in the present embodiment, oper-
ation buttons 33 to 36 are also referred to as right direction
button 33, down direction button 34, up direction button
35, and left direction button 36 for the sake of conven-
ience of description. Operation buttons 33 to 36 may be
used for giving an instruction other than an input of a
direction.
[0061] An operation portion (specifically, analog stick
32 and operation buttons 33 to 36) provided on the main
surface of left controller 3 is operated, for example, with
the left thumb of a user who holds game device 1 when
left controller 3 is attached to main body apparatus 2 (see
Fig. 9). When left controller 3 is used as being detached
from main body apparatus 2, the operation portion is op-
erated, for example, with the left thumb of the user who

holds left controller 3 (see Fig. 10).
[0062] A first L button 38 and a ZL button 39 are pro-
vided in left controller 3. These operation buttons 38 and
39 are used for giving an instruction in accordance with
various programs executed in main body apparatus 2,
similarly to operation buttons 33 to 36 described above.
As shown in Fig. 4, first L button 38 is provided in an
upper left portion on the side surface of housing 31. ZL
button 39 is provided in an upper left portion as extending
from the side surface to the rear surface of housing 31
(strictly speaking, the upper left portion when housing 31
is viewed from the front). ZL button 39 is provided in the
rear of first L button 38 (a side of a positive direction of
the z axis shown in Fig. 1). Since the upper left portion
of housing 31 is rounded in the present embodiment, first
L button 38 and ZL button 39 are in a rounded shape in
conformity with rounding of the upper left portion of hous-
ing 31.
[0063] When left controller 3 is attached to main body
apparatus 2, first L button 38 and ZL button 39 are ar-
ranged in the upper left portion of game device 1 (see
Fig. 1). Therefore, a user who holds game device 1 can
operate first L button 38 and ZL button 39 with his/her
left forefinger or long finger.
[0064] Left controller 3 has slider 40 described above.
As shown in Fig. 4, slider 40 extends along the up-down
direction in the right side surface of housing 31. Slider
40 is in a shape allowing engagement with left rail mem-
ber 15 (more specifically, a groove in left rail member 15)
of main body apparatus 2. Specifically, slider 40 has a
projecting cross-section (specifically, a cross-section
perpendicular to the up-down direction). More specifical-
ly, slider 40 has a cross-section in a T shape in conformity
with a shape of a cross-section of left rail member 15.
Therefore, slider 40 engaged with left rail member 15 is
fixed and does not come off in a direction perpendicular
to a direction of slide (that is, a direction of extension of
left rail member 15).
[0065] Left controller 3 includes a second L button 43
and a second R button 44. These buttons 43 and 44 are
used for giving an instruction in accordance with various
programs executed in main body apparatus 2 similarly
to other operation buttons 33 to 36. As shown in Fig. 4,
second L button 43 and second R button 44 are provided
in the surface where slider 40 is attached. Second L but-
ton 43 is provided above the center in terms of the up-
down direction (the direction of the y axis shown in Fig.
1) on the surface where slider 40 is attached. Second R
button 44 is provided under the center in terms of the up-
down direction on the surface where slider 40 is attached.
Second L button 43 and second R button 44 are arranged
at positions where they cannot be pressed while left con-
troller 3 is attached to main body apparatus 2. Second L
button 43 and second R button 44 are used while left
controller 3 is detached from main body apparatus 2.
Second L button 43 and second R button 44 are operated,
for example, with a forefinger or a long finger of left and
right hands of a user who holds left controller 3 detached
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from main body apparatus 2.
[0066] In the present embodiment, a button (specifi-
cally, second L button 43 and second R button 44) pro-
vided on the surface where slider 40 is attached is pro-
vided not to protrude from that surface. An upper surface
of the button (in other words, a surface which is pressed)
is arranged flush with the surface where slider 40 is at-
tached or at a position lower than such a surface. Thus,
while slider 40 is attached to left rail member 15 of main
body apparatus 2, slider 40 can smoothly be slid with
respect to left rail member 15.

(a4: Structure of Right Controller)

[0067] Fig. 5 is a diagram of right controller 4 according
to the present embodiment when viewed from six sides.
[0068] Referring to Fig. 5, right controller 4 has a hous-
ing 51 substantially in a form of a plate. A main surface
of housing 51 (that is, a front surface or a surface on the
side of the negative direction of the z axis shown in Fig.
1) is substantially in a rectangular shape. Housing 51 is
in a vertically long shape, that is, long in the up-down
direction.
[0069] Right controller 4 can be used with its main sur-
face being vertically oriented or with its surface being
horizontally oriented when a user holds the right control-
ler while the right controller is detached from main body
apparatus 2.
[0070] Similarly to housing 31 of left controller 3, a
length of housing 51 of right controller 4 in the up-down
direction is preferably substantially the same as the
length in the up-down direction of housing 11 of main
body apparatus 2 and a thickness thereof is preferably
substantially the same as the thickness of housing 11 of
main body apparatus 2. Therefore, when right controller
4 is attached to main body apparatus 2 (see Fig. 1), a
user can hold main body apparatus 2 and right controller
4 as if they were an integrated apparatus.
[0071] A right corner portion of the main surface of
housing 51 is rounded more than a left corner portion. A
portion of connection between an upper side surface and
a right side surface of housing 51 and a portion of con-
nection between a lower side surface and the right side
surface of housing 51 are rounded more than a portion
of connection between the upper side surface and a left
side surface and a portion of connection between the
lower side surface and the left side surface (that is, a
curve of beveling is great). Therefore, when right control-
ler 4 is attached to main body apparatus 2 (see Fig. 1),
the right side of game device 1 is rounded and hence
such a shape facilitates holding by a user.
[0072] An analog stick 52 is provided in right controller
4 as a direction instruction portion as in left controller 3.
Analog stick 52 is constructed substantially similarly to
analog stick 32 in left controller 3. Right controller 4 in-
cludes four operation buttons 53 to 56 (specifically, an A
button 53, a B button 54, an X button 55, and a Y button
56) similarly to left controller 3. These four operation but-

tons 53 to 56 are substantially the same in mechanism
as four operation buttons 33 to 36 in left controller 3. As
shown in Fig. 5, analog stick 52 and operation buttons
53 to 56 are provided on the main surface of housing 51.
Though four operation buttons are provided on the main
surface of right controller 4 in the present embodiment,
any number of operation buttons may be provided.
[0073] Positional relation between two types of oper-
ation portions (analog stick 52 and the operation buttons)
in right controller 4 is opposite to positional relation of
these two types of operation portions in left controller 3.
In right controller 4, analog stick 52 is arranged under
operation buttons 53 to 56, whereas in left controller 3,
analog stick 32 is arranged above operation buttons 33
to 36. With such arrangement, when two controllers are
used as being detached from main body apparatus 2,
both of the controllers can be used with similar opera-
tional feeling.
[0074] When right controller 4 is attached to main body
apparatus 2, the operation portion (specifically analog
stick 52 and operation buttons 53 to 56) provided on the
main surface of right controller 4 is operated, for example,
with the right thumb of a user who holds game device 1.
When right controller 4 is used as being detached from
main body apparatus 2, the operation portion is operated,
for example, with the right thumb of a user who holds
right controller 4.
[0075] A first R button 60 and a ZR button 61 are pro-
vided in right controller 4. As shown in Fig. 5, first R button
60 is provided in an upper right portion on the side surface
of housing 51. ZR button 61 is provided in an upper right
portion as extending from the side surface to the rear
surface of housing 51 (strictly speaking, the upper right
portion when housing 51 is viewed from the front). ZR
button 61 is provided in the rear of first R button 60 (the
side of the positive direction of the z axis shown in Fig.
1). Since the upper right portion of housing 51 is rounded
in the present embodiment, first R button 60 and ZR but-
ton 61 are in a rounded shape in conformity with rounding
of the upper right portion of housing 51.
[0076] When right controller 4 is attached to main body
apparatus 2, first R button 60 and ZR button 61 are ar-
ranged in the upper right portion of game device 1 (see
Fig. 1). Therefore, a user who holds game device 1 can
operate first R button 60 and ZR button 61 with his/her
right forefinger or long finger.
[0077] In the present embodiment, first L button 38 and
first R button 60 are not symmetric to each other in shape,
and ZL button 39 and ZR button 61 are not symmetric to
each other in shape. In another embodiment, first L button
38 and first R button 60 may be symmetric to each other
in shape, and ZL button 39 and ZR button 61 may be
symmetric to each other in shape.
[0078] Right controller 4 has terminal 64 for wired com-
munication between right controller 4 and main body ap-
paratus 2. Terminal 64 is provided at a position where it
comes in contact with right terminal 21 (Fig. 3) of main
body apparatus 2 when right controller 4 is attached to
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main body apparatus 2. Terminal 64 should be arranged
at any position where main body apparatus 2 and right
controller 4 are in contact with each other while right con-
troller 4 is attached to main body apparatus 2. By way of
example, as shown in Fig. 5, terminal 64 is provided
around a lower end portion of the surface where slider
62 is attached.
[0079] A position, a shape, and the number of compo-
nents (specifically, a slider, a stick, a button, and an LED)
provided in housing 31 of left controller 3 and/or housing
51 of right controller 4 can arbitrarily be designed. For
example, in another embodiment, the controller may in-
clude a direction instruction portion of a type different
from the analog stick. Slider 40 or 62 may be arranged
at a position in accordance with a position of left rail mem-
ber 15 and right rail member 19 provided in main body
apparatus 2, and for example, may be arranged in the
main surface or the rear surface of housing 31 or 51.
Some of the components do not have to be provided.
[0080] Right controller 4 includes a second L button 65
and a second R button 66 as in left controller 3. These
buttons 65 and 66 are used for giving an instruction in
accordance with various programs executed in main
body apparatus 2 similarly to other operation buttons 53
to 56. As shown in Fig. 5, second L button 65 and second
R button 66 are provided on a surface where slider 62 is
attached. Second L button 65 is provided under the cent-
er in terms of the up-down direction (the direction of the
y axis shown in Fig. 1) on the surface where slider 62 is
attached. Second R button 66 is provided above the cent-
er in terms of the up-down direction on the surface where
slider 62 is attached. Second L button 65 and second R
button 66 are arranged at positions where they cannot
be pressed while right controller 4 is attached to main
body apparatus 2. Second L button 65 and second R
button 66 are used while right controller 4 is detached
from main body apparatus 2. Second L button 65 and
second R button 66 are operated, for example, with a
forefinger or a long finger of left and right hands of a user
who holds right controller 4 detached from main body
apparatus 2.
[0081] In the present embodiment, also in right con-
troller 4 as in left controller 3, a button (specifically, sec-
ond L button 65 and second R button 66) provided on
the surface where slider 62 is attached is provided not
to protrude from that surface. An upper surface of the
button (in other words, a surface which is pressed) is
arranged flush with the surface where slider 62 is at-
tached or at a position lower than such a surface. Thus,
while slider 62 is attached to right rail member 19 of main
body apparatus 2, slider 62 can smoothly be slid with
respect to right rail member 19.

(a5: Use of Cradle)

[0082] Fig. 6 is a schematic diagram showing appear-
ance when game device 1 according to the present em-
bodiment is used together with a cradle. A game system

shown in Fig. 6 includes game device 1 and cradle 5.
[0083] Cradle 5 is constructed to be able to carry game
device 1 and constructed to be able to communicate with
a television 6 representing one example of an external
display apparatus separate from display 12 of game de-
vice 1. When game device 1 is carried on cradle 5, an
image obtained or generated by game device 1 can be
shown on television 6. Communication between cradle
5 and television 6 may be wired communication or wire-
less communication.
[0084] Cradle 5 may have a function to charge placed
game device 1 and a function as a communication hub
apparatus (for example, a USB hub).

[B. Internal Configuration of Each Apparatus]

[0085] An internal configuration of each apparatus as-
sociated with the information processing system based
on the present embodiment will initially be described.

(b1: Internal Configuration of Main Body Apparatus)

[0086] Fig. 7 is a block diagram showing an internal
configuration of main body apparatus 2 according to the
present embodiment.
[0087] Main body apparatus 2 includes components
shown in Fig. 7. The components shown in Fig. 7 are
accommodated in housing 11, for example, as being
mounted on an electronic circuit substrate as electronic
components.
[0088] Main body apparatus 2 includes a central
processing unit (CPU) 81 corresponding to an informa-
tion processing unit (or a processor) performing various
types of processing including game processing. CPU 81
reads and executes a program stored in an accessible
storage unit (specifically, an internal storage medium
such as a flash memory 84 or an external storage medium
attached to first slot 23).
[0089] Main body apparatus 2 includes flash memory
84 and a dynamic random access memory (DRAM) 85
by way of example of an embedded internal storage me-
dium. Flash memory 84 is a non-volatile memory mainly
storing various types of data (which may be a program)
saved in main body apparatus 2. DRAM 85 is a volatile
memory temporarily storing various types of data used
in information processing.
[0090] Main body apparatus 2 includes a first slot in-
terface (I/F) 91. The first slot interface is connected to
first slot 23 and reads and writes data from and into a
storage medium of the first type (for example, an SD card)
attached to first slot 23, in response to an instruction from
CPU 81.
[0091] Main body apparatus 2 includes a network com-
munication unit 82 for communication (specifically, wire-
less communication) with an external apparatus through
a network. For example, a communication module au-
thorized for Wi-Fi is employed for network communica-
tion unit 82 and network communication unit 82 commu-
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nicates with an external apparatus through wireless LAN
In another embodiment, main body apparatus 2 may
have a function for connection and communication with
a mobile communication network (that is, a portable tel-
ephone communication network) in addition to (or instead
of) a function for connection and communication with
wireless LAN
[0092] Main body apparatus 2 includes a controller
communication unit 83 for wireless communication with
left controller 3 and/or right controller 4. Though any
scheme is applicable for communication between main
body apparatus 2 and each controller, for example, a
communication scheme under the Bluetooth™ specifi-
cations can be adopted.
[0093] CPU 81 is connected to left terminal 17, right
terminal 21, and lower terminal 27. CPU 81 transmits and
receives data to and from left controller 3 through left
terminal 17 when wired communication with left controller
3 is established. CPU 81 transmits and receives data to
and from right controller 4 through right terminal 21 when
wired communication with right controller 4 is estab-
lished. Data transmitted from CPU 81 to left controller 3
or right controller 4 is, for example, data for controlling a
vibration generation portion of left controller 3 or right
controller 4. Data received by CPU 81 from left controller
3 or right controller 4 is, for example, operation data out-
put in response to an operation by a user of the operation
portion in left controller 3 or right controller 4. CPU 81
transmits data to cradle 5 through lower terminal 27 when
it communicates with cradle 5.
[0094] In the present embodiment, main body appara-
tus 2 can establish both of wired communication and wire-
less communication with left controller 3 and right con-
troller 4.
[0095] Main body apparatus 2 includes a touch panel
controller 86 for control of touch panel 13. Touch panel
controller 86 generates data indicating a position of a
touch input in response to a signal from touch panel 13,
and outputs the data to CPU 81.
[0096] Display 12 shows an image generated by exe-
cution of various types of processing by CPU 81 and/or
an image obtained from the outside.
[0097] Main body apparatus 2 includes a codec circuit
87 and speaker 88 (specifically, the left speaker and the
right speaker). Codec circuit 87 controls input and output
of audio data to and from speaker 88 and audio input and
output terminal 25. More specifically, when codec circuit
87 receives audio data from CPU 81, it outputs an audio
signal resulting from D/A conversion of the audio data to
speaker 88 or audio input and output terminal 25. Thus,
sound is output from speaker 88 or an audio output por-
tion (for example, an earphone) connected to audio input
and output terminal 25. When codec circuit 87 receives
an audio signal from audio input and output terminal 25,
it subjects the audio signal to A/D conversion and outputs
audio data in a predetermined format to CPU 81.
[0098] Main body apparatus 2 includes an electric pow-
er control unit 97 and a battery 98. Electric power control

unit 97 controls supply of electric power from battery 98
to each component based on a command from CPU 81.
Electric power control unit 97 controls supply of electric
power in accordance with an input onto power button 28.
When an operation to turn off power supply is performed
on power button 28, electric power control unit 97 stops
supply of electric power totally or in part, and when an
operation to turn on power supply is performed on power
button 28, it starts full supply of electric power.
[0099] When an external charging apparatus (for ex-
ample, cradle 5) is connected to lower terminal 27 and
electric power is supplied to main body apparatus 2
through lower terminal 27, battery 98 is charged with sup-
plied electric power.

(b2: Internal Configuration of Controller)

[0100] Fig. 8 is a block diagram showing an internal
configuration of left controller 3 and right controller 4 ac-
cording to the present embodiment.
[0101] Fig. 8 also depicts components of main body
apparatus 2 associated with left controller 3 and right
controller 4.
[0102] Left controller 3 includes a communication con-
trol unit 101 for communication with main body apparatus
2. Communication control unit 101 can communicate with
main body apparatus 2 through both of wired communi-
cation through terminal 42 and wireless communication
not through terminal 42. Communication control unit 101
selects wired communication or wireless communication
depending on whether or not left controller 3 is attached
to main body apparatus 2, and establishes communica-
tion under a selected communication method. While left
controller 3 is attached to main body apparatus 2, com-
munication control unit 101 establishes communication
with main body apparatus 2 through terminal 42. While
left controller 3 is detached from main body apparatus 2,
communication control unit 101 establishes wireless
communication with main body apparatus 2 (specifically,
controller communication unit 83). Communication con-
trol unit 101 should only be able to establish communi-
cation with the main body apparatus, and for example, it
may be configured to establish only either wired commu-
nication or wireless communication. While left controller
3 is detached from main body apparatus 2, wireless com-
munication is established by way of example, however,
wired communication may be established, for example,
through a cable.
[0103] Left controller 3 includes, for example, a mem-
ory 102 such as a flash memory. Communication control
unit 101 is implemented, for example, by a microproces-
sor and performs various types of processing by execut-
ing firmware stored in memory 102.
[0104] Left controller 3 includes an operation button
group 103 (specifically operation buttons 33 to 36, 38,
and 39), analog stick 32, and a timer 46. Information on
an operation onto operation button group 103 and analog
stick 32 is repeatedly output to communication control
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unit 101 with a predetermined period.
[0105] Information on an operation onto operation but-
ton group 103 is stored also in memory 102 together with
an operation time determined by timer 46.
[0106] Communication control unit 101 obtains infor-
mation on an input from each of operation button group
103 and analog stick 32 (for example, information on an
operation by a user). Communication control unit 101
transmits data including obtained information (or infor-
mation obtained by subjecting obtained information to
predetermined processing) to main body apparatus 2.
Data is transmitted to main body apparatus 2 repeatedly
with a predetermined period. A period of transmission of
information on an input to main body apparatus 2 may
or may not be identical among input devices.
[0107] Main body apparatus 2 can know an input given
to left controller 3 based on transmitted data. More spe-
cifically, main body apparatus 2 can discriminate an op-
eration onto operation button group 103 and analog stick
32.
[0108] Left controller 3 has an electric power supply
unit 109 including a battery and an electric power control
circuit. Electric power supply unit 109 controls power sup-
ply to each component of left controller 3. When left con-
troller 3 is attached to main body apparatus 2, the battery
is charged by power feed from main body apparatus 2
through terminal 42.
[0109] Electric power supply unit 109 gives battery
warning information to main body apparatus 2 when the
battery runs out of electric power.
[0110] Right controller 4 is configured basically simi-
larly to left controller 3 described above. Right controller
4 includes a communication control unit 111, an opera-
tion button group 113 (specifically operation buttons 53
to 56, 60, and 61), analog stick 52, a timer 68, and an
electric power supply unit 119. When the battery runs out
of electric power, electric power supply unit 119 gives
battery warning information to main body apparatus 2.
[0111] Information on an operation onto operation but-
ton group 113 is stored also in memory 112 together with
an operation time determined by timer 68.
[0112] Since other components of right controller 4
have features and functions the same as those of corre-
sponding components described in connection with left
controller 3, detailed description will not be repeated.
[0113] Thus, game device 1 according to the present
embodiment includes left controller 3 held in the left hand
of the user (one hand) (a portion held in the left hand of
the user) and right controller 4 held in the right hand (the
other hand) of the user (a portion held in the right hand
of the user).
[0114] The "operation portion" herein may mean a
function or a feature accepting an operation by a user
and encompass any component such as a button, an
analog stick, and various sensors arranged in main body
apparatus 2, left controller 3, and right controller 4, so
long as it can sense an operation performed by a user.
The operation portion may be configured to be able to

sense an operation by the user based on combination of
a button, an analog stick, and various sensors as being
distributed in main body apparatus 2, left controller 3,
and right controller 4.

[C. Manner of Use of Game System]

[0115] As described above, game device 1 according
to the present embodiment is constructed such that left
controller 3 and right controller 4 are removable. Game
device 1 can output an image and sound to television 6
by being attached to cradle 5. Therefore, game device 1
can be used in various manners of use as will be de-
scribed below. A main manner of use of game device 1
will be exemplified below.

(c1: Manner of Use With Controller Being Attached to 
Main Body Apparatus)

[0116] Fig. 9 is a diagram showing one example of a
manner of use of game device 1 with left controller 3 and
right controller 4 being attached to main body apparatus
2 (hereinafter also referred to as an "attached state").
[0117] As shown in Fig. 9, in the attached state, game
device 1 can be used as a portable device.
[0118] In the attached state, basically, communication
between main body apparatus 2, and left controller 3 and
right controller 4 is established through wired communi-
cation. In another embodiment, communication between
main body apparatus 2, and left controller 3 and right
controller 4 may be established through wireless com-
munication also in the attached state.
[0119] In the attached state, four operation buttons 33
to 36 of left controller 3 may be used for inputting a di-
rection (that is, an instruction for a direction). A user can
input a direction with analog stick 32 or operation buttons
33 to 36. Since the user can input a direction with his/her
preferred operation means, operability can be improved.
For which instruction operation buttons 33 to 36 are used
may arbitrarily be determined depending on a program
executed in main body apparatus 2.
[0120] In the present embodiment, arrangement of the
analog stick and four operation buttons (that is, A, B, X,
and Y buttons) is reverse between left controller 3 and
right controller 4. In the attached state, analog stick 32
is arranged above four operation buttons 33 to 36 in left
controller 3, whereas four operation buttons 53 to 56 are
arranged above analog stick 52 in right controller 4.
Therefore, when a user holds game device 1 with his/her
both hands being located at the same height (that is, at
positions the same in the up-down direction) as shown
in Fig. 9, the analog stick is located at a position readily
operable with one hand and the four operation buttons
are located at positions readily operable with the other
hand. Game device 1 according to the present embodi-
ment thus provides a feature facilitating an operation of
the analog stick and four operation buttons.
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(c2: Manner of Use With One Set of Controllers Being 
Detached From Main Body Apparatus)

[0121] Fig. 10 is a diagram showing one example of a
manner of use of game device 1 with left controller 3 and
right controller 4 being detached from main body appa-
ratus 2 (hereinafter also referred to as a "detached
state").
[0122] As shown in Fig. 10, in the detached state, the
user can operate left controller 3 and right controller 4 in
his/her left and right hands, respectively.
[0123] In this case, analog stick 32 and four operation
buttons 33 to 36 of left controller 3 are operated as being
arranged vertically in the left hand in which the controller
is held.
[0124] Similarly, analog stick 52 and four operation but-
tons 53 to 56 of right controller 4 are operated as being
arranged vertically in the right hand in which the controller
is held.
[0125] The controller is used such that the main sur-
face thereof is vertically oriented when the user holds the
controller (also referred to as an operation in vertical hold-
ing).
[0126] In the detached state, basically, communication
between main body apparatus 2, and left controller 3 and
right controller 4 is established through wireless commu-
nication. Main body apparatus 2 receives data from the
controller with which it has established wireless commu-
nication and performs game processing based on the
received data.
[0127] In the present embodiment, in wireless commu-
nication, main body apparatus 2 distinguishes between
left controller 3 and right controller 4 which are commu-
nication counterparts. Main body apparatus 2 identifies
whether the data received from the controller is from left
controller 3 or from right controller 4.
[0128] Though Fig. 10 shows a manner of use by one
user of one set of controllers (the left controller and the
right controller), such a manner of use that two users use
the respective controllers is also applicable. In this case,
two users can simultaneously participate in a game with
one set of controllers (the left controller and the right con-
troller).
[0129] Though Fig. 10 shows a state that both of left
controller 3 and right controller 4 are detached from main
body apparatus 2, limitation thereto is not intended and
any one of left controller 3 and right controller 4 can be
detached from main body apparatus 2 and game device
1 can be used with the other being attached to main body
apparatus 2.

(c3: Manner of Use of Respective Controllers by Two 
Users)

[0130] Fig. 11 is a diagram showing one example of a
manner of use of game device 1 with two users each
holding one controller in the detached state.
[0131] As shown in Fig. 11, two users can perform op-

erations in the detached state. Specifically, one user
(called a "first user") uses left controller 3 to perform an
operation and the other user (called a "second user") can
use right controller 4 to perform an operation. Game de-
vice 1 performs, for example, information processing for
controlling an operation of a first object (for example, a
player character) in a virtual space based on an operation
onto left controller 3 and for controlling an operation of a
second object in the virtual space based on an operation
onto right controller 4. In the manner shown in Fig. 11 as
well, as in the manner shown in Fig. 10, the user can
perform an operation onto the operation portion included
in the controller and/or an operation to move the controller
itself.
[0132] In this case, analog stick 32 and four operation
buttons 33 to 36 in left controller 3 used by the first user
are operated as being arranged laterally between the left
and right hands in which the controller is held.
[0133] Similarly, analog stick 52 and four operation but-
tons 53 to 56 in right controller 4 used by the second user
are operated as being arranged laterally between the left
and right hands in which the controller is held.
[0134] The controller is used such that the main sur-
face thereof is laterally oriented when the user holds the
controller (also referred to as an operation in lateral hold-
ing).
[0135] Though description will be given later, under an
operation scheme in lateral holding of left controller 3 and
right controller 4, functions of the operation portions in
left controller 3 and right controller 4 are changed from
those in an operation scheme in vertical holding.
[0136] In the present embodiment, positional relation
between analog stick 52 and operation buttons 53 to 56
in right controller 4 is opposite to positional relation be-
tween these two types of operation portions in left con-
troller 3. Therefore, when two users hold left controller 3
and right controller 4 in the same orientation, for example,
as shown in Fig. 11, positional relation between the two
types of operation portions is the same between the two
controllers. In the present embodiment, the user can use
the two types of operation portions in left controller 3 and
right controller 4 detached from main body apparatus 2
with similar operation feeling. Operability of the controller
can thus be improved.
[0137] In the detached state, four operation buttons 33
to 36 of left controller 3 may be used to perform functions
the same as those of four operation buttons 53 to 56 in
right controller 4 (in other words, may be used for giving
the same instruction). Specifically, right direction button
33 may be used to perform a function the same as that
of Y button 56, down direction button 34 may be used to
perform a function the same as that of X button 55, up
direction button 35 may be used to perform a function
the same as that of B button 54, and left direction button
36 may be used to perform a function the same as that
of A button 53. Thus, in the present embodiment, func-
tions of operation buttons 33 to 36 may be changed be-
tween the attached state and the detached state. For
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which instruction each operation button is used may free-
ly be determined depending on a program executed in
main body apparatus 2.
[0138] In Fig. 11, in game device 1, a display area of
display 12 of main body apparatus 2 is divided into two
sections, and game device 1 shows an image for the first
user (for example, an image including the first object) in
one divided display area and shows an image for the
second user (for example, an image including the second
object) in the other divided display area. Depending on
an application executed in game device 1, however,
game device 1 may show an image for two users (for
example, an image including both of the first object and
the second object) without the display area of display 12
being divided.
[0139] In the manner shown in Fig. 11 as well, as in
the manner shown in Fig. 10, communication between
main body apparatus 2, and left controller 3 and right
controller 4 is established through wireless communica-
tion. Main body apparatus 2 distinguishes between con-
trollers to be communication counterparts.

(c4: Manner of Use of Television)

[0140] Fig. 12 is a diagram showing one example of a
manner of use of game device 1 with main body appa-
ratus 2 being attached to cradle 5.
[0141] As shown in Fig. 12, by attaching main body
apparatus 2 to cradle 5, an image obtained or generated
by game device 1 can be shown on television 6. A user
operates left controller 3 and/or right controller 4 while
the user watches an image shown on television 6 (and
an image shown on the display of main body apparatus
2 as necessary).

(c5: Manner of Use of Three or More Controllers)

[0142] As described above, in the present embodi-
ment, main body apparatus 2 can communicate with a
plurality of left controllers. Main body apparatus 2 can
communicate with a plurality of right controllers. There-
fore, in the present embodiment, three or more control-
lers can simultaneously be used.
[0143] Figs. 13A and 13B are diagrams showing ex-
amples of a manner of use of three or more controllers.
[0144] Figs. 13A and 13B show examples in which four
controllers in total of two left controllers 3a and 3b and
two right controllers 4a and 4b are used. Each controller
is detached from main body apparatus 2. Thus, when the
four controllers are used, at least a manner of use of one
controller by each of four users (Fig. 13A) and a manner
of use of two controllers by each of two users (specifically,
one set of controllers on each of a left side and a right
side) (Fig. 13B) are possible.

(Manner of Use of One Controller by One User)

[0145] In Fig. 13A, four controllers 3a, 3b, 4a, and 4b

are used by respective users. In the present embodiment,
when four controllers are prepared, four users of a user
A to a user D can use the controllers to perform opera-
tions. Game device 1 performs, for example, information
processing controlling an operation of an object corre-
sponding to each controller based on an operation onto
the controller.
[0146] In Fig. 13A, main body apparatus 2 establishes
wireless communication with each of four controllers 3a,
3b, 4a, and 4b. In the present embodiment, main body
apparatus 2 distinguishes among four controllers 3a, 3b,
4a, and 4b. Main body apparatus 2 identifies from which
of the four controllers received operation data has come.
In Fig. 13A, main body apparatus 2 distinguishes be-
tween left controller 3a and left controller 3b and distin-
guishes between right controller 4a and right controller
4b.

(Manner of Use of One Set of Controllers by One User)

[0147] In Fig. 13B, one user uses one set of controllers.
User A uses one set of left controller 3a and right con-
troller 4a, and user B uses one set of left controller 3b
and right controller 4b. Thus, in the present embodiment,
when four controllers are prepared, each of two users
can operate one set of controllers.
[0148] Game device 1 performs information process-
ing with two pieces of operation data received from one
set of controllers being defined as one set. For example,
game device 1 performs information processing control-
ling an operation of an object corresponding to one set
of controllers based on an operation onto that one set of
controllers. Specifically, an operation of the first object is
controlled based on an operation onto left controller 3a
and right controller 4a, and an operation of the second
object is controlled based on an operation onto left con-
troller 3b and right controller 4b.
[0149] In the present embodiment, in the manner of
use shown in Fig. 13B, main body apparatus 2 sets a set
of a left controller and a right controller to be used by one
user. Main body apparatus 2 performs information
processing by using two pieces of operation data from
the two controllers included in the set as one set (for
example, using the data as operation data for controlling
one operation target).
[0150] Any method may be adopted as a method of
setting a set of controllers, and in the present embodi-
ment, a set is set by attaching left and right controllers
to main body apparatus 2. Main body apparatus 2 sets
simultaneously attached left controller and right control-
ler as one set of controllers. For example, when a set of
controllers shown in Fig. 13B is set, the user initially at-
taches left controller 3a and right controller 4a to main
body apparatus 2, detaches left controller 3a and right
controller 4a from main body apparatus 2, and thereafter
attaches left controller 3b and right controller 4b to main
body apparatus 2. Thus, a set of left controller 3a and
right controller 4a and a set of left controller 3b and right
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controller 4b can be set (or registered) in main body ap-
paratus 2.
[0151] When three or more controllers are used, other
than manners of use shown in Figs. 13A and 13B, the
information processing system can be used in various
manners. For example, the information processing sys-
tem can be used in such a manner that one user uses a
set of controllers consisting of left and right controllers
and another user uses one controller. Alternatively, for
example, one user can use a controller attached to main
body apparatus 2 and another user can use a controller
detached from main body apparatus 2.

(c6: Advantages in Terms of Operation)

[0152] In the present embodiment, game device 1 can
provide a user with an operation to move a controller
(without moving a display) while it is a portable device.
Game device 1 can also provide a game device allowing
a user to perform an operation at a location distant from
display 12 while it is a portable device.

[F: Controller Registration Processing]

[0153] Figs. 14A and 14B are diagrams showing ex-
amples illustrating a controller registration screen dis-
played by game device 1 based on an embodiment.
[0154] As shown in Figs. 14A and 14B, controllers held
by users PA to PD representing four players are regis-
tered in a controller registration screen shown on televi-
sion 6. In the present example, main body apparatus 2
registers a controller with which pairing has been com-
pleted.
[0155] The controller registration screen represents
one example of a screen shown when controller regis-
tration is indicated in a home menu. The home menu is
provided to allow launch of a game application together
with various types of setting (controller registration). For
example, an icon for launching a game application is pro-
vided, and a game application is launched by selecting
the icon. An icon for registering a controller is also pro-
vided. An application for controller registration process-
ing is launched by selecting the icon and the controller
registration screen is shown.
[0156] An instruction for registration of a controller can
be given also from each game application, and in that
case, a manner of an available controller is shown de-
pending on a game application. Since an instruction for
registration of a controller can also be given from each
game application, it is not necessary to perform a both-
ersome procedure for performing setting processing by
returning to the home menu, and hence usability can be
improved.
[0157] Television 6 in the present example in Fig. 14A
shows a message that "press ’L’ and ’R’ of controller to
be used." In the present example, each user is invited to
press the L button and the R button in registration of a
controller held by each user.

[0158] Through a series of processes in response to
pressing, a player number is registered for a controller
of each user. One operation scheme is set in a controller
adapted to a plurality of operation schemes.
[0159] In the present example, any of an operation
scheme in vertical holding of two controllers and an op-
eration scheme in lateral holding of one controller repre-
senting a plurality of operation schemes is set. For ex-
ample, in specifying an operation scheme, an operation
scheme may be specified based on whether two control-
lers or one controller are/is held, or an operation scheme
can also be specified based on whether the controller is
held vertically or laterally.
[0160] A controller can be registered in accordance
with such a message.
[0161] A state that a controller has not been registered
is shown. A player number is allocated as a controller is
registered. Then, a manner of a registered controller cor-
responding to the allocated player number is schemati-
cally shown in areas from P1 to P4 corresponding to play-
er numbers.
[0162] A manner of a controller which can be registered
is shown in an upper area of the controller registration
screen. Registration of two controllers of left controller 3
and right controller 4 and registration of one controller,
that is, left controller 3 or right controller 4, are shown.
[0163] When two controllers are registered, in order to
show a position of a button to be selected, together with
an image of two controllers, the position is shown as be-
ing emphasized with a circular image being added. Pos-
sibility of use of two controllers by two persons is also
shown. In registration of one controller, in order to show
a position of a button to be selected, together with an
image of one controller, the position is shown as being
emphasized with a circular image being added.
[0164] A user can register a controller in a more sim-
plified manner by checking on the controller registration
screen, a position of the button emphasized by the cir-
cular image, together with the image of the controller.
[0165] By way of example, user PA holds left controller
3a and right controller 4a. User PB holds left controller
3b and right controller 4b. User PC holds a left controller
3c. User PD holds a right controller 4c.
[0166] When user PA registers two controllers, the us-
er presses first L button 38 provided in left controller 3a
and first R button 60 provided in right controller 4a.
[0167] When user PB registers two controllers, the us-
er presses first L button 38 provided in left controller 3b
and first R button 60 provided in right controller 4b.
[0168] When user PC registers one controller with left
controller 3c, the user presses second L button 43 and
second R button 44 provided in left controller 3c.
[0169] When user PD registers one controller with right
controller 4c, the user presses second L button 65 and
second R button 66 provided in right controller 4c.
[0170] Game device 1 receives operation data trans-
mitted from each controller, allocates a player number to
each controller based on the received operation data,
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and registers an operation scheme in registration infor-
mation as necessary.
[0171] Fig. 14B shows an example in which a controller
is registered in accordance with operation data.
[0172] Specifically, an image of two controllers held by
user PA is shown as the controller to which a player
number P1 is to be allocated.
[0173] An image of two controllers held by user PB is
shown as the controller to which a player number P2 is
to be allocated.
[0174] An image of one controller held by user PC is
shown as the controller to which a player number P3 is
to be allocated.
[0175] A state that a player number P4 has not yet
been registered (an area shown with a dotted line) is
shown.
[0176] In the present example, a check image is shown
in an area for player number P4 which has not yet been
registered. In the check image, an image of a controller
representing an operation scheme in lateral holding and
an image of a controller representing an operation
scheme in vertical holding are alternately shown.
[0177] By showing the image of two controllers for
which the operation scheme in vertical holding has been
registered and an image of one controller for which the
operation scheme in lateral holding has been registered,
difference in manner of a method of operation of the con-
troller is clearly shown and hence usability is improved.
By further showing a name and a function of a button of
the controller for which the operation scheme in vertical
holding has been registered together with the image, in-
formation on the method of operation may be presented.
By further showing a name and a function of a button of
the controller for which the operation scheme in lateral
holding has been registered together with the image, in-
formation on the method of operation may be presented.
[0178] Fig. 15 is a diagram illustrating one example of
registration information based on the embodiment.
[0179] As shown in Fig. 15, registration information in-
clude number information, identification information, in-
formation associated with wireless communication infor-
mation, a player number, and information on an operation
scheme. The number information is represented by a
number provided to a registered controller.
[0180] The identification information is information rep-
resenting a value (for example, an ID) specifically pro-
vided to a controller. A controller can uniquely be identi-
fied based on the identification information.
[0181] In the present embodiment, the identification in-
formation includes information indicating whether a con-
troller is the left controller or the right controller. Main
body apparatus 2 can determine based on the identifica-
tion information provided to the controller whether the
controller is the left controller or the right controller. In
another embodiment, the identification information does
not have to include information indicating whether the
controller is the left controller or the right controller. The
registration information may include (separately from the

identification information) information indicating whether
a controller is the left controller or the right controller.
[0182] The wireless communication information indi-
cates whether connection setting (that is, pairing) in con-
nection with wireless communication with main body ap-
paratus 2 has been made. When pairing between main
body apparatus 2 and a controller has been completed,
information indicating "set" is stored as wireless commu-
nication information associated with the controller. When
pairing between main body apparatus 2 and a controller
has not been completed, information indicating "not set"
is stored as wireless communication information associ-
ated with the controller. Main body apparatus 2 may store
information on connection setting for wireless communi-
cation (separately from the registration information), and
does not have to carry out pairing again with the controller
with which pairing has once been done.
[0183] In the present example, main body apparatus
2 registers a paired controller.
[0184] A player number represents identification infor-
mation specifying a player operated in an application.
The player number may be allocated in the order of reg-
istration of players or randomly by way of example.
[0185] Information on the operation scheme repre-
sents information indicating a selected operation scheme
when selection from among a plurality of operation
schemes can be made for a controller. For left controller
3 and right controller 4 in the present example, an oper-
ation in vertical holding and an operation in lateral holding
representing a plurality of operation schemes can be se-
lected as described with reference to Figs. 10 and 11.
[0186] Some of registration information may be delet-
ed or changed in accordance with an instruction from a
user. For example, main body apparatus 2 may delete
information on a designated controller and change infor-
mation on a number provided to the controller, a player
number, and an operation scheme in accordance with
an instruction from a user.
[0187] A functional block configuration of main body
apparatus 2 based on the embodiment will now be de-
scribed.
[0188] Fig. 16 is a diagram illustrating a functional
block configuration of main body apparatus 2 based on
the embodiment.
[0189] Referring to Fig. 16, a game processing execu-
tion module 302, a registration processing module 304,
and a communication control module 310 are implement-
ed by execution of a program by CPU 81 of main body
apparatus 2.
[0190] A program implementing the functional block is
read, for example, from flash memory 84 of main body
apparatus 2 or a memory card attached to the first slot,
saved in DRAM 85, and executed.
[0191] Communication control module 310 makes set-
ting (also called pairing) for wireless communication be-
tween main body apparatus 2 and a controller.
[0192] Communication control module 310 determines
whether or not pairing has been completed through wire-
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less communication with a controller. When it is deter-
mined through wireless communication with the control-
ler that pairing has not been completed, the communica-
tion control module performs pairing processing for wire-
less communication with the controller and obtains iden-
tification information of the controller. Then, communica-
tion control module 310 has the storage unit register nec-
essary registration information. Specifically, the registra-
tion information stored in the storage unit is updated so
as to add number information, identification information,
and wireless communication information of the controller
in association with the registration information. For
number information, for example, information indicating
a number which has not been set for another registered
controller is set. Identification information provided to the
controller is set. As pairing is completed, information in-
dicating "set" is set.
[0193] Communication control module 310 performs
processing for establishing communication connection
with the paired controller. After communication connec-
tion between communication control module 310 and the
controller is established, processing for registering a
player number and an operation scheme is performed.
[0194] Registration processing module 304 performs
controller registration processing via communication
control module 310. Specifically, a player number is reg-
istered and updated in the registration information in the
flash memory. An operation scheme of the controller is
registered as necessary.
[0195] Game processing execution module 302 is a
module controlling game processing and successively
updates contents of representation on display 12 in ac-
cordance with contents of an operation by a user.
[0196] Registration processing module 304 includes a
registration unit 305, a first determination unit 306, and
a second determination unit 308.
[0197] Registration unit 305 has the storage unit reg-
ister a predetermined operation scheme as the registra-
tion information as necessary based on a result of deter-
mination by first determination unit 306 or second deter-
mination unit 308.
[0198] First determination unit 306 determines wheth-
er or not operation data received from a controller with
which communication connection has been established
satisfies a predetermined condition.
[0199] An example of the predetermined condition in-
cludes whether or not the operation data has second L
button and second R button operation data.
[0200] When it is determined that the predetermined
condition is satisfied or when determination as OK is
made (a result of determination is affirmative), registra-
tion unit 305 has the operation scheme in lateral holding
registered in the registration information as an operation
scheme of the controller.
[0201] Another example of the predetermined condi-
tion is determination as to whether or not first L button
operation data and first R button operation data have
simultaneously been received.

[0202] When it is determined that the predetermined
condition is satisfied or when determination as OK (a
result of determination is affirmative), registration unit
305 has the operation scheme in vertical holding regis-
tered in the registration information as an operation
scheme of the controller.
[0203] Second determination unit 308 determines
whether or not operation data received from a controller
with which communication connection has not been es-
tablished satisfies a predetermined condition.
[0204] Second determination unit 308 includes a time
request unit 307 and a time determination unit 309.
[0205] Time request unit 307 requests a controller of
transmission of information on an operation time. In re-
sponse to the request, the controller transmits informa-
tion on the operation time.
[0206] Time determination unit 309 obtains transmitted
information on the operation time and determines wheth-
er or not an operation of the controller satisfies a prede-
termined condition.
[0207] Specifically, second determination unit 308 de-
termines whether or not operations onto second L button
43 and second R button 44 have substantially simulta-
neously been performed in left controller 3. Second de-
termination unit 308 determines whether or not opera-
tions onto second L button 65 and second R button 66
have substantially simultaneously been performed in
right controller 4. By way of example of a determination
scheme, whether or not a time difference between two
pieces of information on operation times is within a pre-
determined period is determined based on the informa-
tion on the operation time. When it is determined that the
time difference between the two pieces of information on
the operation times is within the predetermined period,
determination as OK is made. When it is determined that
the time difference between the two pieces of information
on the operation times is not within the predetermined
period, determination as NG is made.
[0208] When determination as OK (a result of determi-
nation is affirmative) is made based on a result of deter-
mination by second determination unit 308, registration
unit 305 registers a predetermined scheme as the oper-
ation scheme of the controller. In the present example,
registration unit 305 registers the operation scheme in
lateral holding in the registration information.
[0209] Fig. 17 is a flowchart illustrating processing for
transmission of data on left controller 3 based on the
embodiment.
[0210] Processing in each step in the flowchart shown
in Fig. 17 is merely by way of example. So long as similar
results can be obtained, an order of processing in the
steps may be changed or another processing may be
performed in addition to (or instead of) processing in each
step.
[0211] Referring to Fig. 17, communication control unit
101 of left controller 3 determines whether or not opera-
tion button group 103 has been operated (step ST0).
[0212] When communication control unit 101 deter-
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mines in step ST0 that operation button group 103 has
been operated (YES in step ST0), it determines whether
or not communication connection with main body appa-
ratus 2 has been established (step ST1).
[0213] When communication control unit 101 deter-
mines in step ST0 that operation button group 103 has
not been operated (NO in step ST0), the state in step
ST0 is maintained.
[0214] When communication control unit 101 deter-
mines in step ST1 that communication connection with
main body apparatus 2 has been established (YES in
step ST1), it transmits operation data to main body ap-
paratus 2 (step ST2). The operation data includes iden-
tification information data and information on an operated
button.
[0215] Then, the process ends (end).
[0216] When communication control unit 101 deter-
mines in step ST1 that communication connection with
main body apparatus 2 has not been established (NO in
step ST1), it transmits a connection request for estab-
lishing communication connection to main body appara-
tus 2 (step ST3).
[0217] Then, communication control unit 101 has
memory 102 store operation information resulting from
an operation of operation button group 103 (step ST4).
Together with the information on the operated operation
button, information on time obtained by timer 46 at which
the operated operation button has been operated is
stored in memory 102.
[0218] Then, the process ends (end).
[0219] Though left controller 3 has been described in
the present example, the description is applicable also
to right controller 4.
[0220] In the present example, communication control
unit 101 has memory 102 store operation information
when communication connection is not established. Op-
eration information may be stored in memory 102 also
when communication connection is established.
[0221] Figs. 18A and 18B are diagrams illustrating op-
eration data transmitted from the controller based on the
embodiment to main body apparatus 2.
[0222] Fig. 18A shows operation data 500 transmitted
from controller 3 by way of example. Operation data 500
includes identification information data 501, second L
button operation data 502, and second R button opera-
tion data 503.
[0223] By way of example, second L button operation
data 502 and second R button operation data 503 are
operation data resulting when a user presses both of sec-
ond L button 43 and second R button 44 provided in con-
troller 3.
[0224] Though operation data of left controller 3 is de-
scribed, operation data of right controller 4 is basically
also similar. In the case of operation data of right con-
troller 4, second L button operation data 502 and second
R button operation data 503 are operation data resulting
when a user presses both of second L button 65 and
second R button 66 provided in right controller 4.

[0225] Fig. 18B shows operation data 510 and 520
transmitted from left controller 3 and right controller 4,
respectively, by way of example.
[0226] Operation data 510 includes identification infor-
mation data 512 and first L button operation data 514.
[0227] Operation data 520 includes identification infor-
mation data 522 and first R button operation data 524.
[0228] By way of example, first L button operation data
514 is operation data resulting when a user presses first
L button 38 provided in left controller 3. First R button
operation data 524 is operation data resulting when a
user presses first R button 60 provided in right controller
4.
[0229] In the controller registration screen described
with reference to Figs. 14A and 14B, by way of example,
when user PC presses second L button 43 and second
R button 44 provided in left controller 3c, operation data
described with reference to Fig. 18A is transmitted to
main body apparatus 2. First determination unit 306 of
registration processing module 304 determines whether
or not the received operation data includes the second
L button and second R button operation data. Registra-
tion unit 305 registers the operation scheme in lateral
holding in the registration information based on a result
of determination by first determination unit 306.
[0230] In the controller registration screen described
with reference to Figs. 14A and 14B, by way of example,
when user PA presses first L button 38 provided in left
controller 3a and first R button 60 provided in right con-
troller 4a, operation data described with reference to Fig.
18B is transmitted to main body apparatus 2. First deter-
mination unit 306 of registration processing module 304
determines whether or not the first L button operation
data and the first R button operation data have simulta-
neously been received. Registration unit 305 registers
the operation scheme in vertical holding in the registra-
tion information based on a result of determination by
first determination unit 306.
[0231] Figs. 19A and 19B are diagrams illustrating op-
eration information stored in memory 102 based on the
embodiment.
[0232] Fig. 19A shows storage of data corresponding
to two operations as operation information.
[0233] By way of example, while communication con-
nection with main body apparatus 2 has not been estab-
lished, an operation onto second L button 43 and second
R button 44 is performed. The operation is registered in
association with time.
[0234] Fig. 19B shows storage of data corresponding
to one operation as operation information.
[0235] By way of example, while communication con-
nection with main body apparatus 2 has not been estab-
lished, an operation onto first L button 38 is performed.
The operation is registered here again in association with
time.
[0236] The operation information is used for determi-
nation processing in second determination unit 308.
[0237] Fig. 20 is a flowchart illustrating one example
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of a flow of processing for registration of a controller with
which communication connection has not been estab-
lished, the processing being performed in main body ap-
paratus 2 based on the embodiment.
[0238] Processing in each step in the flowchart shown
in Fig. 20 is merely by way of example. So long as similar
results can be obtained, an order of processing in the
steps may be changed or another processing may be
performed in addition to (or instead of) processing in each
step. Though processing in each step in the flowchart is
described as being performed by CPU 81 of main body
apparatus 2 in the present embodiment, processing in
some steps in the flowchart may be performed by a proc-
essor or a dedicated circuit other than CPU 81. A part of
processing performed in main body apparatus 2 may be
performed by another information processing apparatus
which can communicate with main body apparatus 2 (for
example, a server which can communicate with main
body apparatus 2 through a network). Each processing
shown in Fig. 20 may be performed by cooperation of a
plurality of information processing apparatuses including
main body apparatus 2.
[0239] Referring to Fig. 20, CPU 81 determines wheth-
er or not there is a request for connection of a controller
(step S2). CPU 81 determines whether or not it has re-
ceived a connection request from a controller with which
communication connection has not been established.
[0240] When CPU 81 determines that it has received
a request for connection of a controller (YES in step S2),
it performs connection processing (step S4).
[0241] Specifically, when it is determined that commu-
nication connection with a controller has not been estab-
lished, communication control module 310 performs
processing for establishing communication connection
between main body apparatus 2 and a controller (com-
munication connection processing).
[0242] Then, CPU 81 requests for an elapsed time
(step S6). Communication control module 310 notifies
second determination unit 308 of registration processing
module 304 of completion of communication connection
processing. Time request unit 307 of second determina-
tion unit 308 requests the controller with which commu-
nication connection processing has been completed of
transmission of information on an operation time.
[0243] Fig. 21 is a flowchart illustrating transmission of
an elapsed time by the controller based on the embodi-
ment.
[0244] Processing in each step in the flowchart shown
in Fig. 21 is merely by way of example. So long as similar
results can be obtained, an order of processing in the
steps may be changed or another processing may be
performed in addition to (or instead of) processing in each
step.
[0245] Referring to Fig. 21, communication control unit
101 of left controller 3 determines whether or not it has
received a request for an elapsed time (step ST10).
[0246] When communication control unit 101 deter-
mines in step ST10 that it has received a request for an

elapsed time (YES in step ST10), it checks operation
information (step ST12). Specifically, communication
control unit 101 checks information on a time at which
the operation button has been operated which is stored
in memory 102.
[0247] Then, communication control unit 101 calcu-
lates an elapsed time (step ST14). Specifically, commu-
nication control unit 101 calculates the elapsed time by
comparing the time of reception of the request for the
elapsed time with the time of an operation of the operation
button stored in memory 102. As shown in Fig. 19A, when
information on a plurality of operation times which corre-
spond to the operation data resulting from pressing of
both of second L button 43 and second R button 44 is
stored in memory 102, the elapsed time is calculated for
each of them.
[0248] Then, communication control unit 101 transmits
the elapsed time to main body apparatus 2 (step ST16).
Communication control unit 101 transmits data on the
calculated elapsed time to main body apparatus 2.
[0249] Then, the process ends (end).
[0250] When communication control unit 101 deter-
mines in step ST10 that it has not received a request for
the elapsed time (NO in step ST10), the state in step
ST10 is maintained.
[0251] Though left controller 3 has been described in
the present example, the description is applicable also
to right controller 4.
[0252] Referring again to Fig. 20, CPU 81 then deter-
mines whether or not it has received data (step S8). Com-
munication control unit 310 determines whether or not it
has received data from the controller.
[0253] When CPU 81 determines in step S8 that it has
received data (YES in step S8), it performs determination
processing (step S10). Details of the determination
processing will be described later. When communication
control module 310 determines that it has received the
data, it outputs the data to time determination unit 309
of second determination unit 308.
[0254] Then, CPU 81 determines whether or not de-
termination as OK is made (step S12). Registration unit
305 determines whether or not determination as OK is
made, as a result of determination by second determi-
nation unit 308.
[0255] When CPU 81 determines in step S12 that de-
termination as OK is made (YES in step S12), a player
number is registered (step S14). Specifically, registration
unit 305 registers a player number in registration infor-
mation. A player number is registered in the order of reg-
istration of players. Player numbers are registered in
such a manner that a first player is registered as P1, a
second player is registered as P2, and so on. Then, CPU
81 registers the operation scheme in lateral holding in
the registration information (step S16). Specifically, reg-
istration unit 305 registers information indicating the op-
eration scheme in lateral holding in a field of the operation
scheme in the registration information.
[0256] When CPU 81 determines in step S12 that de-
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termination as NG is made (NO in step S12), it has a
check image shown (step S2). As described above, reg-
istration unit 305 has the check image shown. Registra-
tion unit 305 has the controller registration screen as de-
scribed with reference to Fig. 14B shown.
[0257] Then, CPU 81 determines whether or not it has
received operation data (step S24). Specifically, commu-
nication control module 310 determines whether or not
it has further received operation data from the controller.
CPU 81 maintains the state in step S24 until it receives
operation data.
[0258] When CPU 81 determines in step S24 that it
has received operation data (YES in step S24), the proc-
ess proceeds to next step S26. Since operation data is
received from a controller with which communication con-
nection has been established, determination processing
in first determination unit 306 is performed.
[0259] CPU 81 determines whether or not operation
data has second L button and second R button operation
data (step S26). Specifically, first determination unit 306
determines whether or not the operation data has second
L button and second R button operation data.
[0260] Then, when CPU 81 determines that the oper-
ation data has second L button and second R button op-
eration data (YES in step S26), a player number is reg-
istered for one controller (step S14). Specifically, regis-
tration unit 305 registers a player number in the registra-
tion information. A player number is registered in the or-
der of registration of players. Player numbers are regis-
tered in such a manner that a first player is registered as
P1, a second player is registered as P2, and so on. Then,
CPU 81 registers the operation scheme in lateral holding
in the registration information (step S16). Specifically,
registration unit 305 registers information indicating the
operation scheme in lateral holding in a field of the op-
eration scheme in the registration information.
[0261] Then, CPU 81 updates the controller registra-
tion screen (step S18). Specifically, registration unit 305
has an image of the controller set in accordance with the
order of registration of the player shown. For example,
when a third player number is registered, the left control-
ler operated as being laterally oriented is shown in an
area third from the left in the controller registration screen.
An indicator image indicating the third player number is
shown as an indicator image. A notification LED in the
corresponding left controller may be turned on in corre-
spondence with the player number.
[0262] When CPU 81 determines in step S26 that the
operation data does not have second L button and sec-
ond R button operation data (NO in step S26), CPU 81
determines whether or not first L button operation data
and first R button operation data have been simultane-
ously received (step S28). Specifically, as described with
reference to Fig. 18B, first determination unit 306 deter-
mines whether or not one of a plurality of pieces of si-
multaneously received operation data includes first L but-
ton operation data and the other operation data includes
first R button operation data.

[0263] When CPU 81 determines in step S28 that first
L button operation data and first R button operation data
have been simultaneously received (YES in step S28),
a player number is registered for two controllers consti-
tuting a set (step S30). Specifically, registration unit 305
registers the player number in the registration informa-
tion. The player number is registered for each of two con-
trollers in accordance with the order of registration of the
players. Player numbers are registered in such a manner
that a first player is registered as P1, a second player is
registered as P2, and so on.
[0264] In the present example, left controller 3 and right
controller 4 constitute a set. Therefore, two left controllers
or two right controllers do not constitute a set. Simulta-
neous reception of operation data is not limited to exactly
the same timing of reception, and encompasses also an
example where a period until reception of subsequent
operation data after reception of first operation data is
extremely short.
[0265] Then, CPU 81 registers the operation scheme
in vertical holding in the registration information (step
S32). Specifically, registration unit 305 registers informa-
tion indicating the operation scheme in vertical holding
in a field of the operation scheme in the registration in-
formation.
[0266] Then, CPU 81 updates the controller registra-
tion screen (step S18). Specifically, registration unit 305
has an image of a controller set in accordance with the
order of registration of players shown. For example, when
a first player number is registered, the left controller and
the right controller operated as being vertically held are
shown in an area first from the left in the controller reg-
istration screen. An indicator image indicating the first
player number is shown as an indicator image. Notifica-
tion LEDs in a left controller and a right controller corre-
sponding to the player number may be turned on in cor-
respondence with the player number.
[0267] Since subsequent processing is the same, de-
tailed description thereof will not be repeated.
[0268] When CPU 81 determines in step S28 that first
L button operation data and first R button operation data
have not been simultaneously received (NO in step S28),
the process proceeds to step S20.
[0269] In step S20, CPU 81 determines whether or not
controller registration processing has ended (step S20).
Specifically, when the "A" button is selected in the con-
troller registration screen described with reference to
Figs. 14A and 14B, registration unit 305 determines that
controller registration processing has ended.
[0270] When CPU 81 determines in step S20 that con-
troller registration processing has ended (YES in step
S20), the process ends (end).
[0271] When CPU 81 determines that controller regis-
tration processing has not ended (NO in step S20), the
process returns to step S2 and the process is repeated.
[0272] Fig. 22 is a flowchart illustrating a sub routine
of determination processing performed in main body ap-
paratus 2 based on the embodiment. The determination
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processing is processing in time determination unit 309.
[0273] As shown in Fig. 22, CPU 81 determines wheth-
er or not it has received a plurality of pieces of data on
an elapsed time (step S110). Time determination unit
309 determines whether or not the received data includes
a plurality of pieces of data on an elapsed time.
[0274] Then, when CPU 81 determines in step S110
that it has received a plurality of pieces of data on an
elapsed time (YES in step S110), it determines whether
or not a plurality of elapsed times are substantially the
same (step S112). When time determination unit 309 de-
termines that the received data includes a plurality of
pieces of data on an elapsed time, it determines whether
or not the pieces of data on an elapsed time have sub-
stantially the same value. Specifically, time determina-
tion unit 309 determines whether or not a time difference
between two pieces of data on an elapsed time is within
a predetermined period.
[0275] Then, when CPU 81 determines that the plural-
ity of elapsed times are substantially the same (YES in
step S112), it makes determination as OK (step S14).
When time determination unit 309 determines that the
pieces of data on an elapsed time have substantially the
same value, it outputs determination as OK to registration
unit 305.
[0276] Then, the process ends (return).
[0277] When CPU 81 determines in step S110 that it
has not received a plurality of pieces of data on an
elapsed time (NO in step S110) or when it determines
that the plurality of elapsed times are not substantially
the same, it makes determination as NG (step S116).
When time determination unit 309 determines that the
pieces of data on an elapsed time do not have substan-
tially the same value, it outputs determination as NG to
registration unit 305.
[0278] Then, the process ends (return).
[0279] Fig. 23 is a sequence diagram illustrating trans-
mission and reception of data between controller 3 and
main body apparatus 2 based on the embodiment. In the
present example, communication connection between
controller 3 and main body apparatus 2 has not been
established.
[0280] As shown in Fig. 23, a user operates second L
button 43 and second R button 44 of controller 3 (se-
quence sq2).
[0281] Then, controller 3 checks whether or not com-
munication connection has been established (sequence
sq3). In the present example, communication connection
has not been established.
[0282] Then, controller 3 transmits a connection re-
quest to main body apparatus 2 (sequence sq4).
[0283] Controller 3 has memory 102 store operation
information (sequence sq6).
[0284] Main body apparatus 2 receives the connection
request transmitted from controller 3 (sequence sq8).
[0285] Main body apparatus 2 starts processing for
communication connection with controller 3 in response
to the connection request (sequence sq12).

[0286] Main body apparatus 2 notifies controller 3 of
approval for connection (sequence sq14).
[0287] Controller 3 receives the notification about ap-
proval for connection from main body apparatus 2 (se-
quence sq16).
[0288] Then, controller 3 transmits a response signal
to main body apparatus 2 (sequence sq18).
[0289] Main body apparatus 2 receives the response
signal from controller 3 (sequence sq20).
[0290] Processing for communication connection be-
tween controller 3 and main body apparatus 2 is thus
completed (sequence sq22).
[0291] Then, main body apparatus 2 requests control-
ler 3 with which communication connection has been es-
tablished of transmission of an elapsed time relating to
an operation time (sequence sq24).
[0292] Then, controller 3 receives the request for an
elapsed time from main body apparatus 2 (sequence
sq26).
[0293] Then, controller 3 checks operation information
stored in memory 102 (sequence sq28).
[0294] Then, controller 3 calculates an elapsed time
(sequence sq30).
[0295] Controller 3 transmits the elapsed time to main
body apparatus 2 (sequence sq32).
[0296] Main body apparatus 2 receives the elapsed
time transmitted from controller 3 (sequence sq34).
[0297] Main body apparatus 2 determines whether or
not it has received a plurality of pieces of data on the
elapsed time, and when it determines that it has received
the plurality of pieces of data on the elapsed time, it de-
termines whether or not the pieces of data on the elapsed
time have substantially the same value (sequence sq36).
[0298] In the present example, main body apparatus
2 determines that the plurality of elapsed times are sub-
stantially the same and makes determination as OK (se-
quence sq38).
[0299] Main body apparatus 2 has the operation
scheme in lateral holding registered in the registration
information (sequence sq40).
[0300] Through the processing, in controller registra-
tion processing for a controller with which communication
connection has not been established, by operating once
a controller before communication connection therewith
is established, an operation scheme can readily be reg-
istered based on information on an operation time along
with communication connection processing, and hence
usability can be improved.
[0301] In the present example, a scheme for controller
3 to calculate an elapsed time in response to a request
for an elapsed time from main body apparatus 2 and to
transmit the calculated elapsed time to main body appa-
ratus 2 and for main body apparatus 2 to determine
whether or not pieces of data on an elapsed time have
substantially the same value has been described. Instead
of controller 3 calculating an elapsed time, main body
apparatus 2 may calculate an elapsed time. Specifically,
controller 3 may transmit operation information (including
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an operation time) stored in memory 102 to main body
apparatus 2 in response to a request and main body ap-
paratus 2 may calculate an elapsed time and determine
whether or not pieces of data on the elapsed time have
substantially the same value.
[0302] Under the scheme above, the controller deter-
mines whether or not communication connection with
main body apparatus 2 has been established, when com-
munication connection has been established, it transmits
operation data, and when communication connection
has not been established, it transmits a connection re-
quest. Main body apparatus 2, however, may determine
whether or not communication connection has been es-
tablished. In this case, the controller constantly transmits
operation data in response to an operation of an opera-
tion button. When communication connection has not
been established, main body apparatus 2 may perform
communication connection processing based on the op-
eration data.
[0303] Controller registration processing can be per-
formed based on operation data transmitted from each
controller. In controller registration processing, one op-
eration scheme can be registered based on contents in
operation data for a controller for which selection from
among a plurality of operation schemes can be made.
Thus, controller registration processing in connection
with an operation scheme can readily be performed and
usability can be improved.
[0304] In the controller registration processing, an op-
eration scheme once registered can also be changed.
[0305] For example, after the operation scheme in ver-
tical holding in which two controllers are used is regis-
tered, change to the operation scheme in lateral holding
in which one controller is used can also be made.
[0306] Specifically, both of the second L button and
the second R button are pressed in left controller 3 of two
controllers registered in association with player number
P1. Through the processing, operation data is transmit-
ted from the left controller to main body apparatus 2.
[0307] Main body apparatus 2 receives the operation
data and performs processing for registering again a
player and processing for registering lateral holding. The
operation scheme of left controller 3 registered in asso-
ciation with player number P1 is changed to the operation
scheme in lateral holding while the player number in the
registration information is maintained. Information on al-
location of the player number and the operation scheme
in the registration information is deleted for right controller
4 registered in association with player number P1.
Though description has been given for left controller 3,
the description is also applicable to right controller 4, and
processing for registering again of a player and for reg-
istering lateral holding is performed under a similar
scheme.
[0308] After the operation scheme in lateral holding in
which one controller is used is registered, change to the
operation scheme in vertical holding in which two con-
trollers are used can also be made.

[0309] Specifically, both of the first L button in left con-
troller 3 registered in association with player number P3
and the first R button in right controller 4 registered in
association with player number P4 are pressed. Through
the processing, operation data is transmitted from left
controller 3 and right controller 4 to main body apparatus
2.
[0310] Main body apparatus 2 receives the operation
data and performs processing for registering again a
player and processing for registering vertical holding un-
der the scheme described above.
[0311] Left controller 3 registered in association with
player number P3 and right controller 4 registered in as-
sociation with player number P4 are determined as con-
trollers constituting a set. The operation scheme of left
controller 3 registered in association with player number
P3 in the registration information is changed to the op-
eration scheme in vertical holding while the player
number is maintained. The player number of right con-
troller 4 registered in association with player number P4
is changed to player number P3 and an operation scheme
thereof is changed to the operation scheme in vertical
holding.

[G. Game Processing]

[0312] Fig. 24 is a diagram of one example illustrating
game processing performed by game device 1 based on
the embodiment.
[0313] In Fig. 24, an image generated by game device
1 is shown on television 6.
[0314] In the present example, four players are shown.
User PA operates a corresponding object with two con-
trollers 3a and 4a. User PB operates a corresponding
object with two controllers 3b and 4b. User PC operates
a corresponding object with one controller 3c. User PD
operates a corresponding object with one controller 4c.
[0315] In the present example, game device 1 divides
a display area of television 6 into four sections, and shows
an image for user PA (for example, an image including
the first object) in a divided display area 6A and an image
for user PB (for example, an image including the second
object) in a divided display area 6B. Similarly, game de-
vice 1 shows an image for user PC (for example, an image
including a third object) in a divided display area 6C and
an image for user PD (for example, an image including
a fourth object) in a divided display area 6D.
[0316] Each controller controls a notification LED
based on a player number from game device 1.
[0317] In the present example, users PA to PD repre-
senting four players operate corresponding objects with
the controllers, respectively. This is also applicable to an
example in which there is one player.

[H. Processing Procedure]

[0318] A processing procedure involved with game
processing in game device 1 based on the embodiment
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will now be described.
[0319] Fig. 25 is a flowchart showing a processing pro-
cedure involved with the game processing based on the
embodiment.
[0320] Each step shown in Fig. 25 is typically per-
formed by execution of a program by CPU 81 of main
body apparatus 2.
[0321] Referring to Fig. 25, CPU 81 determines wheth-
er or not start of game processing has been indicated
(step S50). Game processing execution module 302 de-
termines whether or not start of game processing has
been indicated.
[0322] When CPU 81 determines that start of game
processing has been indicated (YES in step S50), it gen-
erates a game image in which an object is arranged in a
game space (step S51). Game processing execution
module 302 generates a game image in which an object
is arranged in a game space based on a program saved
and executed in DRAM 85.
[0323] Then, CPU 81 determines whether or not to it
has obtained operation data (step S52). Specifically,
game processing execution module 302 determines
whether or not operation data has been obtained through
communication control module 310.
[0324] When CPU 81 determines in step S52 that it
has obtained operation data (YES in step S52), it deter-
mines whether or not an operation in lateral holding has
been registered (step S54). Specifically, game process-
ing execution module 302 determines whether or not the
operation scheme in lateral holding has been registered
in the information on the operation scheme in the regis-
tration information for a controller corresponding to the
obtained operation data, by referring to the registration
information stored in flash memory 84.
[0325] When CPU 81 determines in step S54 that the
operation in lateral holding has not been registered (NO
in step S54), it performs processing based on the oper-
ation data (step S56). Specifically, when game process-
ing execution module 302 determines that the operation
scheme in lateral holding has not been registered in the
information on the operation scheme in the registration
information for the controller corresponding to the ob-
tained operation data by referring to the registration in-
formation stored in flash memory 84, it performs game
processing based on the obtained operation data.
[0326] Then, CPU 81 updates the game image (step
S58). Specifically, game processing execution module
302 generates a game image in accordance with the op-
eration data in accordance with an obtained operation
by a user. Then, updated output is given to television 6
in accordance with the generated game image.
[0327] Then, CPU 81 determines whether or not end
of game processing has been indicated (step S60).
[0328] When CPU 81 determines in step S60 that end
of game processing has been indicated (YES in step
S60), the process ends (end).
[0329] When CPU 81 determines in step S60 that end
of game processing has not been indicated (NO in step

S60), the process returns to step S52 and the process
is repeated.
[0330] When CPU 81 determines in step S54 that the
operation in lateral holding has been registered (YES in
step S54), it performs processing for converting opera-
tion data into converted operation data (step S62). Spe-
cifically, when game processing execution module 302
determines that the operation scheme in lateral holding
has been registered in the information on the operation
scheme in the registration information for the controller
corresponding to the obtained operation data by referring
to the registration information stored in flash memory 84,
it performs processing for converting the operation data
into converted operation data.
[0331] Specifically, in the case of left controller 3, con-
version to such converted operation data that a direction
instruction from analog stick 32 is rotated counterclock-
wise by 90° is made.
[0332] Thus, an instruction from left controller 3 oper-
ated as being laterally held onto an object can be the
same in direction as a direction instruction from analog
stick 32 of left controller 3 operated as being vertically
held. Functions of four operation buttons 33 to 36 are
allocated to the X button, the A button, the Y button, and
the B button, respectively. Thus, the operation buttons
in left controller 3 operated as being laterally held for an
object can be the same in function as four operation but-
tons 33 to 36 under the operation scheme in vertical hold-
ing.
[0333] In the case of right controller 4, conversion to
such converted operation data that a direction instruction
from analog stick 52 is rotated clockwise by 90° is made.
[0334] Thus, an instruction from right controller 4 op-
erated as being laterally held onto an object can be the
same in direction as a direction instruction from analog
stick 52 of right controller 4 operated as being vertically
held. Functions of four operation buttons 53 to 56 are
allocated to the B button, the Y button, the A button, and
the X button, respectively. Thus, the operation buttons
in right controller 4 operated as being laterally held for
an object can be the same in function as four operation
buttons 53 to 56 under the operation scheme in vertical
holding.
[0335] Then, CPU 81 performs processing based on
the converted operation data (step S64). Specifically,
game processing execution module 302 generates a
game image in accordance with the converted operation
data. Then, updated output is given to television 6 in ac-
cordance with the generated game image.
[0336] Since subsequent processing is similar, de-
tailed description thereof will not be repeated.
[0337] Then, CPU 81 updates the game image (step
S58). Specifically, game processing execution module
302 generates a game image in accordance with oper-
ation data in accordance with an obtained operation by
a user. Then, updated output is given to television 6 in
accordance with the generated game image.
[0338] Since subsequent processing is similar, de-
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tailed description thereof will not be repeated.
[0339] An application executable on a personal com-
puter may be provided as a program in the present em-
bodiment. The program according to the present embod-
iment may be incorporated as some functions of various
application programs executed on the personal compu-
ter.
[0340] While certain example systems, methods, de-
vices, and apparatuses have been described herein, it
is to be understood that the appended claims are not to
be limited to the systems, methods, devices, and appa-
ratuses disclosed, but on the contrary, are intended to
cover various modifications and equivalent arrange-
ments included within the spirit and scope of the append-
ed claims.

Claims

1. A game system (1) comprising:

a game controller (3); and
a main body apparatus (2),
the game controller having

a first operation portion (43),
a second operation portion (44),
a first transmission unit (101, sq4) transmit-
ting to the main body apparatus, a connec-
tion signal in accordance with at least any
of an operation onto the first operation por-
tion and an operation onto the second op-
eration portion, and
a storage unit (102) storing a first operation
time at which the operation onto the first op-
eration portion has been performed and a
second operation time at which the opera-
tion onto the second operation portion has
been performed,

the main body apparatus having

a connection unit (310) performing process-
ing for establishing connection with the
game controller in accordance with the con-
nection signal, and
a second transmission unit (307) transmit-
ting to the game controller, a request signal
requesting for information on the operation
time stored in the storage unit when the
processing for establishing connection is
completed,

the game controller further having a third trans-
mission unit (101, sq32) transmitting the infor-
mation on the operation time stored in the stor-
age unit to the main body apparatus in response
to the request signal, and

the main body apparatus further having

a determination unit (309) determining
whether the operation onto the first opera-
tion portion and the operation onto the sec-
ond operation portion satisfy a predeter-
mined condition based on the information
on the operation time, and
a registration unit (305) registering a first
operation scheme as an operation scheme
of the game controller when a result of de-
termination by the determination unit is af-
firmative.

2. The game system according to claim 1, wherein
the determination unit determines whether the oper-
ation onto the first operation portion and the opera-
tion onto the second operation portion have been
performed substantially simultaneously based on
the information on the operation time.

3. The game system according to claim 1 or 2, wherein
the main body apparatus further includes a game
processing execution unit performing game process-
ing based on at least any of a first operation signal
in accordance with the operation onto the first oper-
ation portion and a second operation signal in ac-
cordance with the operation onto the second oper-
ation portion.

4. The game system according to any one of claims 1
to 3, wherein
the registration unit registers the first operation
scheme among a plurality of operation schemes as
the operation scheme of the game controller when
the result of determination by the determination unit
is affirmative.

5. The game system according to any one of claims 1
to 4, wherein
the first and second operation portions are on a side
of a predetermined operation surface of a housing
of the game controller when a user performs an op-
eration.

6. The game system according to any one of claims 1
to 5, wherein
the registration unit registers, when a result of deter-
mination by the determination unit is negative, the
first operation scheme as the operation scheme of
the game controller based on a first operation signal
in accordance with the operation onto the first oper-
ation portion and a second operation signal in ac-
cordance with the operation onto the second oper-
ation portion which are subsequently received.

7. The game system according to any one of claims 1
to 6, wherein
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the game controller further includes a third operation
portion,
the first transmission unit transmits to the main body
apparatus, a third operation signal in accordance
with an operation onto the third operation portion,
and
the registration unit registers, when a result of deter-
mination by the determination unit is negative, a sec-
ond operation scheme different from the first opera-
tion scheme as the operation scheme of the game
controller based on the third operation signal which
is subsequently received.

8. A game controller (3) which can communicate with
a main body apparatus (2) comprising:

a first operation portion (43);
a second operation portion (44);
a first transmission unit (101, sq4) starting
processing for establishing connection with the
main body apparatus by transmitting to the main
body apparatus, a connection signal in accord-
ance with at least any of an operation onto the
first operation portion and an operation onto the
second operation portion;
a storage unit (102) storing a first operation time
at which the operation onto the first operation
portion has been performed and a second op-
eration time at which the operation onto the sec-
ond operation portion has been performed;
a reception unit (101, sq26) receiving a request
signal indicating a request for a first elapsed time
since the operation onto the first operation por-
tion and a second elapsed time since the oper-
ation onto the second operation portion from the
main body apparatus with which the processing
for establishing connection has been complet-
ed, in order for the main body apparatus to detect
simultaneous pressing of the first operation por-
tion and the second operation portion;
a second transmission unit (101, sq32) trans-
mitting to the main body apparatus, in response
to the request signal, the first elapsed time
based on a current time and the first operation
time stored in the storage unit and the second
elapsed time based on the current time and the
second operation time stored in the storage unit;
and
a third transmission unit (101) transmitting to the
main body apparatus, a first operation signal in
accordance with the operation onto the first op-
eration portion and a second operation signal in
accordance with the operation onto the second
operation portion for game processing in the
main body apparatus.

9. The game controller according to claim 8, wherein
the first and second operation portions are on a side

of a predetermined operation surface of a housing
of the game controller when a user performs an op-
eration.

10. A game system (1) comprising:

a game controller (3); and
a main body apparatus (2),
the game controller having

a first operation portion (43),
a second operation portion (44),
a first transmission unit (101, sq4) transmit-
ting to the main body apparatus, a connec-
tion signal for connection with the main body
apparatus while connection with the main
body apparatus has not been established,
and
a storage unit (102) storing a first operation
time at which an operation onto the first op-
eration portion has been performed and a
second operation time at which an opera-
tion onto the second operation portion has
been performed when the operation onto
the first operation portion and the operation
onto the second operation portion have
been performed while connection with the
main body apparatus has not been estab-
lished,

the main body apparatus having

a connection unit (310) performing process-
ing for establishing connection with the
game controller in accordance with the con-
nection signal, and
a second transmission unit (307) transmit-
ting to the game controller, a request signal
requesting for information on the operation
time stored in the storage unit when the
processing for establishing connection is
completed,

the game controller further having a third trans-
mission unit (101, sq32) transmitting the infor-
mation on the operation time stored in the stor-
age unit to the main body apparatus in response
to the request signal, and
the main body apparatus further having

a determination unit (309) determining
whether the operation onto the first opera-
tion portion and the operation onto the sec-
ond operation portion satisfy a predeter-
mined condition based on the information
on the operation time, and
a registration unit (305) registering a first
operation scheme as an operation scheme
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of the game controller when a result of de-
termination by the determination unit is af-
firmative.

Amended claims in accordance with Rule 137(2)
EPC.

1. A game system (1) comprising:

a game controller (3); and
a main body apparatus (2),
the game controller having
a first operation portion (43),
a second operation portion (44),
a first transmission unit (101, sq4) configured
for transmitting, while connection with the main
body apparatus has not been established, to the
main body apparatus a connection signal in ac-
cordance with at least any of an operation onto
the first operation portion and an operation onto
the second operation portion, and
a storage unit (102) configured for storing a first
operation time at which the operation onto the
first operation portion has been performed and
a second operation time at which the operation
onto the second operation portion has been per-
formed while connection with the main body ap-
paratus has not been established,
the main body apparatus having
a connection unit (310) configured for perform-
ing processing for establishing connection with
the game controller in accordance with the con-
nection signal, and
a second transmission unit (307) configured for
transmitting to the game controller, a request
signal requesting for information on the opera-
tion time stored in the storage unit when the
processing for establishing connection is com-
pleted,
the game controller further having a third trans-
mission unit (101, sq32) configured for transmit-
ting the information on the operation time stored
in the storage unit to the main body apparatus
in response to the request signal, and
the main body apparatus further having
a determination unit (309) configured for deter-
mining whether the operation onto the first op-
eration portion and the operation onto the sec-
ond operation portion satisfy a predetermined
condition based on the information on the oper-
ation time,
a registration unit (305) configured for register-
ing a first operation scheme as an operation
scheme of the game controller when a result of
determination by the determination unit is affirm-
ative; and

a game processing execution unit configured for per-
forming game processing based on at least any of a
first operation signal in accordance with the opera-
tion onto the first operation portion and a second
operation signal in accordance with the operation
onto the second operation portion.

2. The game system according to claim 1, wherein
the determination unit is configured for determining
whether the operation onto the first operation portion
and the operation onto the second operation portion
have been performed substantially simultaneously
based on the information on the operation time.

3. The game system according to claim 1 or 2, wherein
the main body apparatus further includes a game
processing execution unit performing game process-
ing based on at least any of a first operation signal
in accordance with the operation onto the first oper-
ation portion and a second operation signal in ac-
cordance with the operation onto the second oper-
ation portion.

4. The game system according to any one of claims 1
to 3, wherein
the registration unit is configured for registering the
first operation scheme among a plurality of operation
schemes as the operation scheme of the game con-
troller when the result of determination by the deter-
mination unit is affirmative.

5. The game system according to any one of claims 1
to 4, wherein
the first and second operation portions are on a side
of a predetermined operation surface of a housing
of the game controller when a user performs an op-
eration.

6. The game system according to any one of claims 1
to 5, wherein
the registration unit is configured for registering,
when a result of determination by the determination
unit is negative, the first operation scheme as the
operation scheme of the game controller based on
a first operation signal in accordance with the oper-
ation onto the first operation portion and a second
operation signal in accordance with the operation
onto the second operation portion which are subse-
quently received.

7. The game system according to any one of claims 1
to 6, wherein
the game controller further includes a third operation
portion,
the first transmission unit is configured for transmit-
ting to the main body apparatus, a third operation
signal in accordance with an operation onto the third
operation portion, and
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the registration unit is configured for registering,
when a result of determination by the determination
unit is negative, a second operation scheme different
from the first operation scheme as the operation
scheme of the game controller based on the third
operation signal which is subsequently received
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